Syllabus: Composition 101
Introduction to Academic Discourse
College of Arts & Sciences
Department of English
Fall Semester
ABOUT THE COURSE

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Course Description
Enrolling in college means joining the academic community and the goal of this course is to teach you how to
participate in this community. Academia exists to conduct research, expand human knowledge, and share that
knowledge with others. Participation in this community takes place mainly through a formal process of debate and
conversation known as academic discourse.
Academic discourse takes place largely through reading and writing, so you will read journal articles, become
familiar with academic publishing, practice library research, map a decade of academic debate as it appeared in
print, and compose three papers across three genres of undergraduate academic writing.
In addition to introducing you to the genres of academic writing you will consult with librarians, meet graduate
students, learn how to participate in research as an undergraduate, attend symposiums, and watch conference
presentations.

Educational Goals
In this course, students will learn:
 the differences between academic and public discourse
 three common undergraduate assignments: the annotated bibliography, the bibliographic essay, and the term
paper, i.e. the thesis-driven research paper
 the conventions of the academic journal article
 how to conduct library research
 how to evaluate sources according to their contexts, usefulness, credibility, and relevance
 how to summarize sources through note-taking, annotation, quotation, paraphrasing, and citation
 how academic debates change over time in response to new information and ideas
 how to ask a research question without value judgements
 how to craft an arguable academic thesis
 how to argue a claim using evidence alone, not values
 the “they say, I say” pattern of argumentation

Required Texts

Additional Readings (provided by instructor)

1. Struck & White’s Elements of Style (any edition)
2. They Say / I Say: The Moves That Matter in
Academic Writing by Gerald Graff & Cathy
Birkenstein. New York: W. W. Norton, 2006.

1. “Conspiracy Theories 101” by Stanley Fish
2. “Why We Need to Understand Science” by Carl
Sagan
3. “Distinguishing Science from Pseudoscience” by
William Rory Coker
4. “Introduction” from Merchants of Doubt by Naomi
Oreskes and Erik M. Conway
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OVERVIEW OF ASSIGNMENTS

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Assignment

% of final
grade

Short Assignments & Quizzes
quizzes
intellectual autobiography
opportunities for research as an undergraduate
research question proposals
bibliography of 20 sources
annotated bibliography first draft
bibliographic essay first draft
thesis statement draft
research paper outline
research paper first draft

25%

Paper 1: Annotated Bibliography
You will assemble twelve relevant monographs or peer-reviewed journal articles from the
previous 15 years. For each of the ten sources compose a paragraph of no more than 300 words
that has two parts: description and evaluation. Each paragraph should be a coherent entity that
includes topic and concluding sentences, details, and support (but no quotes).

25%

Paper 2: Bibliographic Essay
To deepen your understanding and prevent cherry-picking of sources later, students map how
debate surrounding their topic has changed over the past decade or so. Students compose an
expository essay describing a decade of scholarly conversation as it unfolded in journal articles
and books. This essay is not a description of the topic or encyclopedia-style overview of the
topic. Instead, the subject of this paper is the conversation that took place via articles and
books—who argued what, when, and in response to who or what?

25%

Paper 3: Undergraduate Term Paper
In a culmination of the previous two assignments, you will compose an essay that asserts an
arguable thesis supported by relevant published research. This essay is the traditional
undergraduate term paper and prepares you for future courses.

25%
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RESEARCH GUIDELINES

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Semester Topic Selection
You should choose a topic that interests you because once selected that topic will remain your topic for the
rest of the semester. You may not choose any of the following:








steroids
eating disorders
plastic surgery
social media
depression
suicide
abortion









gay marriage
the death penalty
euthanasia
alcoholism
the drinking age
alcohol in college life
drug legalization








fraternities and sororities
professional sports
college sports
recent American presidents
autism
vaccine safety

Why not? You likely already have strong opinions about these topics and may cherry-pick information to prove
your preexisting point of view. Cherry-picking is neither intellectually honest nor legitimate scholarship. Similarly,
public discourse about these subjects may obscure your ability to learn and appreciate the relevant academic
discourse.

Research Question
Once you have chosen a topic, you have to turn that topic into an academic research question. To be academic
your research question must meet the following criteria:

it must be answerable with empirical evidence

it cannot ask a question that is already settled science

it cannot be answered with “yes/no, because...”

it cannot ask a moral or ethical question about right and wrong

it cannot contain value judgements

it cannot ask what “should be,” which is a kind of value judgement

Academic Sources
This semester you may only use academic sources, which means they must be either peer-reviewed articles from
academic journals or books written for a scholarly audience called monographs.
1. A peer-reviewed research article is written by an expert in their field, based on original research, which is
assessed by other experts in the same field to ensure the author has followed rigorous scientific practices,
and is then published in a periodical intended for a small scholarly audience—an academic journal.
a. Academic journals sometimes publish systematic reviews, wherein the author analyzes, evaluates, and
summarizes the current state of research around a topic, field, or problem. The abstract usually
identifies the article as a systematic review and not a research article. Reviews are peer reviewed and are
acceptable for this assignment.
b. Academic journals also publish book reviews, letters to the editor, news, and editorials. These are not
peer reviewed, nor are they research articles and hence are not acceptable for this assignment or future
term paper assignments.
2. A monograph presents primary research and original scholarship, unlike a textbook, which surveys the state
of knowledge in a field. This research is presented at length, distinguishing a monograph from an article.
Publication of a monograph is necessary for career progression in many academic disciplines. Monographs
are intended for other researchers and purchased primarily by libraries and universities.
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ASSIGNMENT DESCRIPTIONS

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Follow MLA Guidelines for All Assignments
Use 12-point Times New Roman font, double-spaced (without extra gaps between paragraphs), with one-inch
margins, page numbers in the upper right corner, and a “running header” of your last name next to the page
number. Essay titles should be centered over the body of the essay, not in italics, bold, or a larger font. For
additional MLA guidelines see the Purdue Online Writing Lab

Intellectual Autobiography
From kindergarten until twelfth grade, you took the same classes in the same order as your peers. The school
created your schedule except for maybe a few electives in high school. However, you are in college now, where
your course of study is your choice.
For this assignment, write a 1200-1500 word autobiography that reflects upon your intellectual growth and
interests. Tell me the story of your intellectual self, from beginning to end.
Think of this as an opportunity to explore your professional, creative, and intellectual goals and to take inventory
of yourself. The style should be professional but not academic. I’m primarily looking for critical thinking.
Some questions to get you thinking:





















Why have you enrolled in college?
What do you think is the purpose of a college education?
What do you associate with the words academic, ivory tower, professor, scientist, and research
Do you personally know any scientists, scholars, or professors?
Have you chosen a major? If so, what is it and why? If not, what classes in the university course catalog
look interesting?
Did you read a lot as a kid? What did you read?
What books have you read in the last two years? Why? What does this say about your interests?
When was your first exposure to art?
When was your first exposure to science?
What were you curious about as a child?
What are you curious about now? What would you like to know more about?
What about the world/nature/the universe confuses you?
What were your favorite classes in high school?
Where do you want to go after college (physically or figuratively)?
Why do you want to go there?
What will you need to get there?
What do you have already?
What do you need to acquire?
What are your academic strengths and weaknesses?
What accomplishment(s) are you most proud of?

Important note: The questions above are meant to get you thinking and reflecting. Your essay should not
answer the questions above, one by one. Do not explicitly answer the questions. Do so and you will not receive
credit for the assignment because that is not the assignment. The assignment is to tell your story of intellectual
growth and development, not to provide short answers to prompts.
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Opportunities for Research as an Undergraduate
The primary business of a university is to conduct research—teaching students is secondary. Tenured and tenure-track
professors conduct research (but not adjuncts, visiting instructors, and lecturers) as do graduate students. Undergraduates
too can participate in research by volunteering in a professor’s lab or on a project. However, most universities do not have a
formal “hiring” process or “jobs board” where professors post ads for volunteer positions and students can apply for them.
Instead, undergraduates who are interested in research must take initiative, approach professors directly, and ask if the
professor has a need for a volunteer. You do not necessarily need to be majoring in the field in which you are volunteering.
If you are willing to learn, most professors are willing to teach you what you need to know to assist them.
This assignment has two parts:
1. First, you will review the current research projects of professors on campus and identify at least one professor whose
research interests you and you might want to volunteer with. Do this by visiting department websites and reading the
biographies of faculty members—most bios will include their research interests or current project.
2. Second, you will find or create a calendar of conferences and symposia on campus this semester, attend at least one,
and write a brief (600-word) review of the presentation, conference, panel, et cetera. Announcements of dates and
locations are usually on department websites, but don’t be afraid to ask the person at a department’s front desk if they
have fliers for upcoming events.

Annotated Bibliography
This assignment contains two parts, a preliminary draft that is not annotated and a final draft that is annotated.
You will first cast a wide net and find twenty academic sources about your topic. All twenty must be either
monographs or peer-reviewed journal articles from no later than fifteen years ago. Ideally, they should be from
the past ten years and evenly distributed across that length of time—two articles for each of the past ten years.
For example, within the span of 2020-2005 you should not have ten articles from 2010 and ten more from 2018.
Your preliminary bibliography will:
1. state your research question
2. contain 20 citations of relevant academic sources
3. be formatted according to MLA guidelines
Class activities will then help you narrow these sources down to twelve. Next, you will compose an annotated
bibliography.
Your annotated bibliography will:
1. include an introductory paragraph that
a. opens with a hook
b. summarizes your topic
c. introduces the historical context of the topic
d. states your research question
2. contain 12 bibliographic entries of 250-300 words total consisting of
a. a citation for each source formatted according to MLA guidelines
b. one paragraph that succinctly summarizes the source (125-150 words)
c. one paragraph that analyzes the source (125-150 words)
3. match the formatting of the sample document exactly
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Bibliographic Essay
To deepen your understanding of the evidence and prevent cherry-picking of sources later, you will map how the
debate surrounding your topic has changed over the past decade or so. You will compose a 900-1200 word long
expository essay describing a decade of scholarly conversation as it unfolded in journal articles and books. How
has the conversation changed or not changed over the last ten to fifteen years? Your audience for this essay is
academic but unfamiliar with the topic.
Your bibliographic essay will:
1. be expository, not persuasive
2. be 900-1200 words long
3. contain an introductory paragraph that hooks the reader, briefly introduces the topic (such as the question
or problem scholars have been trying to solve), and ends with an expository thesis about how the
conversation has changed over time
4. reference at least six sources from your annotated bibliography
5. quote, summarize, and paraphrase your sources to provide evidence for your thesis
6. demonstrate connections between sources to support your thesis
7. employ segues and transitions that move the reader through the paper
8. use the third-person point of view (do not reference yourself or use “I”)
9. follow MLA formatting and citing guidelines
10. contain a Works Cited page
The key to understanding this assignment is that you are writing about the conversation your authors were and are
having, not the subject of your research question. Who argued what, when, and in response to who or what?
For example, if your research question is about the environmental impact of electric cars, you will ignore that
environmental impact question in this essay. Instead, notice how the articles from 2000-2010 talked about
technical aspects of car battery technology, and after 2010 articles talked about how electric cars were changing
the auto market. This happened because there were zero electric cars on the market in 2000 and battery
technology was still under development, but in 2008 Tesla sold its first all-electric car and changed the auto
market. Thus, changes in technology and the marketplace shifted the academic conversation about electric cars.
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Thesis-Driven Research Paper
You are now familiar enough with your topic to argue your own point of view. In a sense, as you read journal
articles, you were eavesdropping on a conversation. You should know enough about the topic now to have your
own opinions and be ready to join the conversation. What conclusions of researchers do you agree with? What
conclusions do you disagree with or believe to be unfounded? What conclusions do you believe to be discredited
by other research?
To that end you will craft a thesis statement that provides an answer to your research question and then make an
argument supporting that claim using empirical evidence and logic. This essay is a type of Aristotelian essay, a
cornerstone of scientific and scholarly writing. It is often assigned as the final “term paper” in college courses, and
so this assignment will prepare you for your future courses.
Your essay will:
1. be persuasive, not expository
2. be approximately 1000-1200 words long, not including the Works Cited page
3. reference at least 6 peer-reviewed sources from the past ten years
4. contain an introductory paragraph that hooks the reader, briefly introduces the topic, and provides
background information, and ends with an argumentative thesis
5. support all claims with empirical evidence
6. quote, summarize, and paraphrase your sources to provide evidence for your thesis
7. explain counterarguments and refute them
8. follow a “they say/I say” pattern in the body of the essay
9. use the third-person point of view (do not reference yourself or use “I”)
10. employ segues and transitions that move the reader through the paper
11. end the essay by restating your thesis in light of the evidence presented
12. present a conclusion that places your argument in a larger context and offers the reader something for
further thought
13. follow MLA formatting and citing guidelines
14. contain a Works Cited page
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Course Calendar – Composition 101
Fall Semester
week

day

Complete Before Class
Class Introduction
 welcome!
 review of the syllabus
 icebreakers

Tues

1

complete: Take-Home Syllabus Quiz
Thurs

What’s Happening In Class

read: “Conspiracy Theories 101” by
Stanley Fish

Lecture/Discussion: What is Academic Discourse?
 what is a research university? what goes on here?
 who are academics?
 what is vs. what should be
 what is an academic journal?
 what is academic freedom?
 how do you debate facts?
 how ideas and debates change over time
 how texts & articles are in conversation with one another
Review: Intellectual Autobiography assignment

Tues

begin writing intellectual
autobiography

Lecture/Discussion: What is Science & Scholarship?
 a canon of methods, not a canon of doctrines
 something you do, not something you believe
 hypotheses, theories, paradigms
 what is empiricism and empirical evidence?
 what is evidence? what is a text? It depends on the discipline
 the role of peer review
 empirical questions vs. moral or theological questions
 value judgements

read: “Why We Need to Understand
Science” by Carl Sagan

Lecture/Discussion: What is Pseudoscience?
 science vs. pseudoscience
 pseudo-archeology
 pseudo-history

2

Thurs

Tues

read: “Distinguishing Science from
Pseudoscience” by William Rory
Coker

due: Intellectual Autobiography

Activity: Practice Identifying Science and Pseudoscience
 the instructor distributes sample books and articles
 in pairs or small groups students determine whether each text is science or
pseudoscience
Lecture/Discussion: What Makes a Good Academic Research Question?
 not already settled science
 answerable with empirical evidence
 cannot be answered with “yes/no, because...”
 does not ask a moral or ethical question
 does not contain value judgments
 does not ask what “should be”
Activity: Brainstorming & Evaluating Scientific & Scholarly Questions
 the class critiques sample research questions
 students pitch ideas for research questions
 the class debates whether each question is answerable, contains a value
judgement, is scientific, scholarly or neither

3

Thurs

complete: Semester Topic Guiding
Questions
post three topic proposals on the class
website’s discussion board

Lecture/Discussion: Participation in Research as an Undergraduate
 students pitch ideas for research questions
Activity: Peer Review of Research Ideas
 in small groups, students share their ideas for research questions and/or topics
and then help each other evaluate the merits of each idea
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Tues

commit to a research topic/question
and post it to the class discussion
board
begin assignment: Opportunities for
Research as an Undergraduate

4

Lecture/Discussion: How to Research Scientific and Scholarly Issues
 primary, secondary, & tertiary sources
 what is an academic journal?
 what is a monograph?
 trustworthy tertiary sources
 how to use Wikipedia in college
 finding academic articles (secondary sources) via the university library
 databases: ScienceDirect, Web of Science, Scopus, PubMed, JSTOR, etc.
 Google Scholar
 research librarians at the university
Review: Bibliography of 20 Sources assignment and MLA citations
Activity: Research Librarians
 Students find the names and contact info for the research librarians relevant to
their research question and their major
 Students make an appointment for a consultation with the research librarian

Thurs

Tues

due: Bibliography of 20 Sources

read: “Introduction” from Merchants of
Doubt by Naomi Oreskes and Erik M.
Conway

Activity: Exploring the Academic Journal Article Genre
 students examine the articles they found, looking for patterns and similarities in
organization and content
 as a class students outline and define the features of a prototypical journal article
Lecture/Discussion: How to Evaluate Sources
 bad faith actors (lessons from Merchants of Doubt)
 there are pseudoscience books in the library!
 there is poor scholarship in the article databases!
 is your source really relevant?
 problems with Google’s ranking of search results / Google bombs
Activity: Evaluating the Sources You Found
 students get into small groups and evaluate each other’s bibliographies of 20
sources, help each other eliminate any duds

5

Thurs

Tues

out of your list of 20 sources,
eliminate the duds and select the 10
most reliable and most relevant to
your specific research question

due: Annotated Bibliography
1st draft
bring a hardcopy to class

6

read: Elements of Style part 4: “Words
and Expressions Commonly Misused”
Thurs

bring current draft to class (digital
version on laptop/tablet is okay)

Lecture/Discussion: What is an Annotated Bibliography?
 the annotated bibliography genre
 the purpose of literature reviews
 review assignment expectations
Activity: A Review of Sample Annotated Bibliographies
 the class reads sample annotated bibliographies together and identifies:
o
strengths and weaknesses within each example
o
overall characteristics of the genre
Activity: Mini Guided Workshop of Drafts
 students exchange papers with another classmate, and then with an exemplary
paper projected on the board the instructor guides the class as they check each
other’s work for key features:
o
is the document formatted correctly?
o
are the sources in alphabetical order?
o
are the source citations formatted correctly?
o
is each annotation two paragraphs?
o
does the first paragraph summarize the source without editorializing?
o
does the first paragraph fully explain the source or is it a “teaser”
o
does the second paragraph explain the role of this source in their research
without summarizing its content?
o
do the annotations quote the source, mention the article’s title, or otherwise
try to pad the word count?
Lecture/Discussion: Junk Words + Commonly Misused Words & Expressions
 review Strunk and White
 review the Junk Words and Phrases Handout
Activity: Self-Editing
 students search their draft for junk words, junk phrases, commonly misused
words, et cetera
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Tues

due: Annotated Bibliography
final draft

Lecture/Discussion: What is a Bibliographic Essay?
 review of the bibliography essay genre
 MLA formatting of essays
 debates change over time / why this is important to know
 review: how texts “talk” to each other
 expository vs. argumentative essays
Activity: A Review of Sample Bibliographic Essays
 the class reads sample bibliographic essays together and identifies:
o
strengths and weaknesses within each example
o
overall characteristics of the genre

7

Thurs

read: the intros and conclusions of
each article in the sample topic packet,
which is posted on the class website

Lecture/Discussion: Mapping an Academic Debate – Learning from the
Sample Topic
 how and when did the current debate around this topic begin?
 who were the major players?
 what were the hypotheses and arguments then?
 what new data or perspective changed the debate?
 any new voices enter the debate?
 what are the most recent hypotheses and arguments?
Activity: Mapping the Debate around Your Topic
 students use the “Mapping a Debate Over Time” worksheet to discover their
topic’s debate contours, competing arguments, changes over time, and major
names

Tues

complete the Mapping a Debate Over
Time worksheet
draw some conclusions about what
you discovered and write them down

8

Thurs

Tues

due: part 1 of the Opportunities for
Research as an Undergraduate
assignment — post the professor
you found, their research project, why
you might want to volunteer, and links
to any relevant websites to the class
discussion board

due: Bibliographic Essay 1st draft
bring a hardcopy to class

Lecture/Discussion: Informational vs. Argumentative Thesis Statements
 informational/expository vs. argumentative/persuasive thesis
 review of examples
Activity: Thesis Development & Review
 students write one or more informational theses that explain the academic debate
around their topic
 in small groups students evaluate each other’s expository theses
Lecture/Discussion: Hooks and Introductory Paragraphs
• review the “Introductions & Conclusions for Undergraduate Papers” handout
• review the “Hooks and Opening Lines” handout
Activity: Hook Development & Review
• students write one or more opening lines for their expository essay
• in small groups students evaluate each other’s openers
Activity: Mini Guided Workshop of Drafts
 students exchange papers with another classmate, and then with an exemplary
paper projected on the board the instructor guides the class as they check each
other’s work for key features:
o
correct document formatting
o
hook & introduction
o
informational thesis
o
topic sentences & transitions
o
does each paragraph relate to the thesis?
o
does the essay cite its sources?
o
does the essay have a correctly formatted Works Cited page?

9

Thurs

bring current draft to class (digital
version on laptop/tablet is okay)

Lecture/Discussion: Paraphrasing vs. Summarizing vs. Quoting
 the differences between three ways of referencing a source
 when to use each
 how to avoid incidental plagiarism
 dropped quotes
 integrating evidence
 proper in-text citation
Activity: Self-Editing & Revision – Citing Sources
 students search their draft for dropped quotes, needed citations, correct citation
formatting, et cetera
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read: Elements of Style part 5:
“An Approach to Style”
Tues

review the “Junk Words and Phrases”
Handout
bring current draft to class (digital
version on laptop/tablet is okay)

10

Thurs

read: Elements of Style part 2:
“Elementary Principles of
Composition”
bring current draft to class (digital
version on laptop/tablet is okay)

Lecture/Discussion: Self-Editing & Revision – Junk & Fluff
 avoiding vague statements, filler, and fluff
 details, details, details
 junk words and phrases
Activity: Self-Editing
 students search their current draft for junk words & phrases, et cetera
Lecture/Discussion: Why You Should Eliminate “to be” Verbs
• what is a “to be” verb?
• passive vs. active voice
• vivid verbs = vivid writing
• eliminating “to be” verbs usually shortens an essay’s word count
Activity: Review of a Sample Paper
• the class together eliminates “to be” verbs from a sample paper
Activity: Eliminating “to be” Verbs
• students get into groups of three, exchange papers, highlight every “to be” verb
they find, and help each other revise away as many as reasonable

due: Bibliographic Essay final draft
Tues

read: They Say/I Say pages 1-48

Lecture/Discussion: The Thesis-Driven Undergraduate Research Paper
 brief review of the Aristotelian essay genre
 the “they say / I say” pattern
 how an undergraduate research paper compares to a journal article
 the sections and organization of a term paper
 undergraduate research papers vs. graduate research papers
Activity: Thesis Development & Review
 students use the “Thesis Statements for Academic Discourse Essays” worksheet
to develop an argumentative thesis
 in small groups students evaluate each other’s argumentative theses

11

due: draft thesis statement
Thurs

bring hardcopies to class
read: They Say/I Say pages 49-98

Tues

read: sample essays containing logical
fallacies

Lecture/Discussion: They Say/I Say
 you can’t have an argument without opponents
 the “they say/I say” pattern
 its use in an undergraduate research paper
 I didn’t conduct the experiment, so how is it “I say?”
Activity: Outline Your “They Say/I Say” Argument
 students complete the “Outlining an Argumentative Essay” worksheet
Lecture/Discussion: Logical Fallacies
• what is a logical fallacy?
• review of the most common fallacies
• fallacies found most often in term papers
Activity: Identifying Logical Fallacies in Sample Essays
 the class reads sample essays together and identifies any logical fallacies present
in the argument

12

due: research paper outline
Thurs

bring hardcopies to class

Activity: Peer Review of Research Paper Outlines
• in small groups students review each other’s outlines, checking for hooks,
introductions, theses, a “they say / I say” pattern, restatement of thesis in
conclusion, final thoughts, et cetera
• authors articulate their ideas and rationale for their paper—this is an opportunity
to work out problems through conversation
• students help each other brainstorm solutions to problems they are facing
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Tues

complete a draft of your research
paper, bring hardcopy to class
read: They Say/I Say pages 99-132

13

Thurs

due: Research Paper 1st draft
bring a hardcopy to class

Activity: Mini Guided Workshop of Drafts
 students exchange papers with another classmate, and then with an exemplary
paper projected on the board the instructor guides the class as they check each
other’s work for key features:
o
correct document formatting
o
hook & introduction
o
argumentative thesis
o
topic sentences
o
“they say/I say” pattern
o
transitions
o
does each paragraph relate to the thesis?
o
does the essay cite its sources?
o
any dropped quotes?
o
any logical fallacies?
o
conclusion
o
does the essay have a correctly formatted Works Cited page?
Activity: Mini Guided Workshop of Drafts
 students exchange papers with another classmate (not the same one as last class),
and then with an exemplary paper projected on the board the instructor guides
the class as they check each other’s work for key features:
o
commonly misused words & phrases
o
junk words & phrases
o
vague statements, filler, & fluff
o
“to be” verbs & passive voice

Tues
14

Thanksgiving Week — No Class
Thurs

Tues

due: part 2 of the Opportunities for
Research as an Undergraduate
assignment
bring a hardcopy of your most recent
draft to class

15

Activity: Mini Guided Workshop of Drafts
 students exchange papers with another classmate (no one who has seen their
paper before), and then with an exemplary paper projected on the board the
instructor guides the class as they check each other’s work for key features:
o
correct document formatting
o
hook & introduction
o
argumentative thesis
o
topic sentences
o
“they say/I say” pattern
o
transitions
o
does each paragraph relate to the thesis?
o
does the essay cite its sources correctly?
o
any dropped quotes?
o
any logical fallacies?
o
conclusion
o
does the essay have a correctly formatted Works Cited page?
o
o
o
o




Thurs

16

Tues
&
Thurs

due Friday: Research Paper final
draft

commonly misused words & phrases
junk words & phrases
vague statements, filler, & fluff
“to be” verbs & passive voice

last minute questions
end of semester self-assessment
instructor evaluations
Final Exam Week
No Class
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Conspiracy Theories 101

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

by Stanley Fish
from The New York Times editorial page
July 23, 2006
Kevin Barrett, a lecturer at the University of Wisconsin at Madison, has now taken his place alongside Ward Churchill of the
University of Colorado as a college teacher whose views on 9/11 have led politicians and ordinary citizens to demand that he
be fired.
Mr. Barrett, who has a one-semester contract to teach a course titled “Islam: Religion and Culture,” acknowledged on a radio
talk show that he has shared with students his strong conviction that the destruction of the World Trade Center was an inside
job perpetrated by the American government. The predictable uproar ensued, and the equally predictable battle lines were
drawn between those who disagree about what the doctrine of academic freedom does and does not allow.
Mr. Barrett’s critics argue that academic freedom has limits and should not be invoked to justify the dissemination of lies and
fantasies. Mr. Barrett’s supporters (most of whom are not partisans of his conspiracy theory) insist that it is the very point of
an academic institution to entertain all points of view, however unpopular. (This was the position taken by the university’s
provost, Patrick Farrell, when he ruled on July 10 that Mr. Barrett would be retained: “We cannot allow political pressure from
critics of unpopular ideas to inhibit the free exchange of ideas.”)
Both sides get it wrong. The problem is that each assumes that academic freedom is about protecting the content of a
professor’s speech; one side thinks that no content should be ruled out in advance; while the other would draw the line at
propositions (like the denial of the Holocaust or the flatness of the world) considered by almost everyone to be crazy or
dangerous.
But in fact, academic freedom has nothing to do with content. It is not a subset of the general freedom of Americans to say
anything they like (so long as it is not an incitement to violence or is treasonous or libelous). Rather, academic freedom is the
freedom of academics to study anything they like; the freedom, that is, to subject any body of material, however unpromising it
might seem, to academic interrogation and analysis.
Academic freedom means that if I think that there may be an intellectual payoff to be had by turning an academic lens on
material others consider trivial—golf tees, gourmet coffee, lingerie ads, convenience stores, street names, whatever—I should
get a chance to try. If I manage to demonstrate to my peers and students that studying this material yields insights into matters
of general intellectual interest, there is a new topic under the academic sun and a new subject for classroom discussion.
In short, whether something is an appropriate object of academic study is a matter not of its content—a crackpot theory may
have had a history of influence that well rewards scholarly scrutiny—but of its availability to serious analysis. This point was
missed by the author of a comment posted to the blog of a University of Wisconsin law professor, Ann Althouse: “When is
the University of Wisconsin hiring a professor of astrology?” The question is obviously sarcastic; its intention is to equate the
9/11-inside-job theory with believing in the predictive power of astrology, and to imply that since the university wouldn’t
think of hiring someone to teach the one, it should have known better than to hire someone to teach the other.
But the truth is that it would not be at all outlandish for a university to hire someone to teach astrology—not to profess
astrology and recommend it as the basis of decision-making (shades of Nancy Reagan), but to teach the history of its very long
career. There is, after all, a good argument for saying that Shakespeare, Chaucer and Dante, among others, cannot be fully
understood unless one understands astrology.
The distinction I am making—between studying astrology and proselytizing for it—is crucial and can be generalized; it shows
us where the line between the responsible and irresponsible practice of academic freedom should always be drawn. Any idea
can be brought into the classroom if the point is to inquire into its structure, history, influence and so forth. But no idea
belongs in the classroom if the point of introducing it is to recruit your students for the political agenda it may be thought to
imply.
And this is where we come back to Mr. Barrett, who, in addition to being a college lecturer, is a member of a group calling
itself Scholars for 9/11 Truth, an organization with the decidedly political agenda of persuading Americans that the Bush
administration “not only permitted 9/11 to happen but may even have orchestrated these events.”

Is the fact of this group’s growing presence on the Internet a reason for studying it in a course on 9/11? Sure. Is the instructor
who discusses the group’s arguments thereby endorsing them? Not at all. It is perfectly possible to teach a viewpoint without
embracing it and urging it. But the moment a professor does embrace and urge it, academic study has ceased and been
replaced by partisan advocacy. And that is a moment no college administration should allow to occur.
Provost Farrell doesn’t quite see it that way, because he is too hung up on questions of content and balance. He thinks that the
important thing is to assure a diversity of views in the classroom, and so he is reassured when Mr. Barrett promises to
surround his “unconventional” ideas and “personal opinions” with readings “representing a variety of viewpoints.”
But the number of viewpoints Mr. Barrett presents to his students is not the measure of his responsibility. There is, in fact, no
academic requirement to include more than one view of an academic issue, although it is usually pedagogically useful to do so.
The true requirement is that no matter how many (or few) views are presented to the students, they should be offered as
objects of analysis rather than as candidates for allegiance.
There is a world of difference, for example, between surveying the pro and con arguments about the Iraq war, a perfectly
appropriate academic assignment, and pressing students to come down on your side. Of course the instructor who presides
over such a survey is likely to be a partisan of one position or the other—after all, who doesn’t have an opinion on the Iraq
war?—but it is part of a teacher’s job to set personal conviction aside for the hour or two when a class is in session and allow
the techniques and protocols of academic research full sway.
This restraint should not be too difficult to exercise. After all, we require and expect it of judges, referees and reporters. And
while its exercise may not always be total, it is both important and possible to make the effort.
Thus the question Provost Farrell should put to Mr. Barrett is not “Do you hold these views?” (he can hold any views he likes)
or “Do you proclaim them in public?” (he has that right no less that the rest of us) or even “Do you surround them with the
views of others?”
Rather, the question should be: “Do you separate yourself from your partisan identity when you are in the employ of the
citizens of Wisconsin and teach subject matter—whatever it is—rather than urge political action?” If the answer is yes,
allowing Mr. Barrett to remain in the classroom is warranted. If the answer is no, (or if a yes answer is followed by classroom
behavior that contradicts it) he should be shown the door. Not because he would be teaching the “wrong” things, but because
he would have abandoned teaching for indoctrination.
The advantage of this way of thinking about the issue is that it outflanks the sloganeering and posturing both sides indulge in:
on the one hand, faculty members who shout “academic freedom” and mean by it an instructor’s right to say or advocate
anything at all with impunity; on the other hand, state legislators who shout “not on our dime” and mean by it that they can
tell academics what ideas they can and cannot bring into the classroom.
All you have to do is remember that academic freedom is just that: the freedom to do an academic job without external
interference. It is not the freedom to do other jobs, jobs you are neither trained for nor paid to perform. While there should be
no restrictions on what can be taught—no list of interdicted ideas or topics—there should be an absolute restriction on
appropriating the scene of teaching for partisan political ideals. Teachers who use the classroom to indoctrinate make the
enterprise of higher education vulnerable to its critics and shortchange students in the guise of showing them the true way.
Stanley Fish is a law professor at Florida International University.

Why We Need to Understand Science

Ignorance of science threatens our economic well-being, national security, and the democratic process.
We must do better.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

by Carl Sagan
from Parade Magazine
September 10, 1989
As I got off the plane, he was waiting for me, holding up a sign with my name on it. I was on my way to a
conference of scientists and TV broadcasters, and the organizers had kindly sent a driver.
"Do you mind if I ask you a question?" He said as we waited for my bag. "Isn't it confusing to have the same name
as that science guy?"
It took me a moment to understand. Was he pulling my leg? "I am that science guy," I said. He smiled. "Sorry.
That's my problem. I thought it was yours too." He put out his hand. "My name is William F. Buckley." (Well, his
name wasn't exactly William F. Buckley, but he did have the name of a contentious TV interviewer, for which he
doubtless took a lot of good-natured ribbing.)
As we settled into the car for the long drive, he told me he was glad I was "that science guy"—he had so many
questions to ask about science. Would I mind? And so we got to talking. But not about science. He wanted to
discuss UFOs, "channeling" (a way to hear what's on the minds of dead people—not much it turns out), crystals,
astrology…. He introduced each subject with real enthusiasm, and each time I had to disappoint him: "The
evidence is crummy," I kept saying. "There's a much simpler explanation." As we drove on through the rain, I could
see him getting glummer. I was attacking not just pseudoscience but also a facet of his inner life.
And yet there is so much in real science that's equally exciting, more mysterious, a greater intellectual challenge—as
well as being a lot closer to the truth. Did he know about the molecular building blocks of life sitting out there in
the cold tenuous gas between the stars? Had he heard of the footprints of our ancestors found in 4-million-year-old
volcanic ash? What about the raising of the Himalayas when India went crashing into Asia? Or how viruses subvert
cells, or the radio search for extraterrestrial intelligence or the ancient civilization of Ebla? Mr. "Buckley"—
well-spoken, intelligent, curious—had heard virtually nothing of modem science. He wanted to know about science.
It's just that all the science got filtered out before it reached him. What the society permitted to trickle through was
mainly pretense and confusion. And it had never taught him how to distinguish real science from the cheap
imitation.
All over America there are smart, even gifted, people who have a built-in passion for science. But that passion is
unrequited. A recent survey suggests that 94% of Americans are "scientifically illiterate."
A prescription for disaster
We live in a society exquisitely dependent on science and technology, in which hardly anyone knows anything about
science and technology. This is a clear prescription for disaster. It's dangerous and stupid for us to remain ignorant
about global warming, say, or ozone depletion, toxic and radioactive wastes, acid rain. Jobs and wages depend on
science and technology. If the United States can't manufacture, at high quality and low price, products people want
to buy, then industries will drift out of the United States and transfer a little prosperity to another part of the world.
Because of the low birthrate in the '60s and '70s, the National Science Foundation projects a shortage of nearly a
million professional scientists and engineers by 2010. Where will they come from? What about fusion,
supercomputers, abortion, massive reductions in strategic weapons, addiction, high-resolution TV, airline and
airport safety, food additives, animal rights, superconductivity, Midgetman vs. rail-garrison MX missiles, going to
Mars, finding cures for AIDS and cancer? How can we decide national policy if we don't understand the underlying
issues?

I know that science and technology are not just cornucopias pouring good deeds out into the world. Scientists not
only conceived nuclear weapons: they also took political leaders by the lapels, arguing that their nation—whichever
it happened to be—had to have one first. Then they arranged to manufacture 60,000 of them. Our technology has
produced thalidomide, CFCs, Agent Orange, nerve gas, and industries so powerful they can ruin the climate of the
planet. There's a reason people are nervous about science and technology.
And so the image of the mad scientist haunts our world from Dr. Faust to Dr. Frankenstein to Dr. Strangelove to
the white-coated loonies of Saturday morning children's TV. (All of this doesn't inspire budding scientists.) But
there's no way back. We can't just conclude that science puts too much power into the hands of morally feeble
technologists or corrupt, power-crazed politicians and decide to get rid of it. Advances in medicine and agriculture
have saved more lives than have been lost in all the wars in history. Advances in transportation, communication,
and entertainment have transformed the world. The sword of science is double-edged. Rather, its awesome power
forces on all of us, including politicians, a new responsibility—more attention to the long-term consequences of
technology, a global and transgenerational perspective, an incentive to avoid easy appeals to nationalism and
chauvinism. Mistakes are becoming too expensive.
Science is much more than a body of knowledge. It is a way of thinking. This is central to its success. Science invites
us to let the facts in, even when they don't conform to our preconceptions. It counsels us to carry alternative
hypotheses in our heads and see which best match the facts. It urges on us a fine balance between no-holds-barred
openness to new ideas, however heretical, and the most rigorous skeptical scrutiny of everything—new ideas and
established wisdom. We need wide appreciation of this kind of thinking. It works. It's an essential tool for a
democracy in an age of change. Our task is not just to train more scientists but also to deepen public understanding
of science.
How bad is it?
Very bad. "It's Official," reads one newspaper headline: "We Stink in Science." Less than half of all Americans know
that the Earth moves around the Sun and takes a year to do it—a fact established a few centuries ago. In tests of
average 17-year-olds in many world regions, the U.S. ranked dead last in algebra. On identical tests, the U.S. kids
averaged 43% and their Japanese counterparts 78%. In my book, 78% is pretty good—it corresponds to a C+, or
maybe even a B-; 43% is an F. In a chemistry test, students in only two of 13 nations did worse than the U.S.
Compared to us, Britain, Singapore, and Hong Kong were so high they were almost off-scale, and 25% of Canadian
18-year-olds knew just as much chemistry as a select 1% of American high school seniors (in their second chemistry
course, and most of them in "advanced" programs). The best of 20 fifth-grade classrooms in Minneapolis was
outpaced by every one of the 20 classrooms in Sendal, Japan, and 19 out of 20 in Taipei, Taiwan. South Korean
students were far ahead of American students in all aspects of mathematics and science, and 13-year-olds in British
Columbia (in Western Canada) outpaced their U.S. counterparts across the boards (in some areas they did better
than the Koreans). Of the U.S. kids, 22% say they dislike school; only 8% of the Koreans do. Yet two-thirds of
Americans, but only a quarter of the Koreans, say they are "good at mathematics."
Why we're flunking
How do British Columbia, Japan, Britain, and Korea manage so much better than we do? During the Great
Depression, teachers enjoyed job security, good salaries, respectability. Teaching was an admired profession, partly
because learning was widely recognized as the road out of poverty. Little of that is true today. And, so, science (and
other) teaching is too often incompetently or uninspiringly done, its practitioners, astonishingly, having little or no
training in their subjects—sometimes themselves unable to distinguish science from pseudoscience. Those who do
have the training often get higher-paying jobs elsewhere.
We need more money for teachers' training and salaries, and for laboratories—so kids will get hands-on experience
rather than just reading what's in the book. But all across America, school-bond issues on the ballot are regularly
defeated. U.S. parents are much more satisfied with what their children are learning in science and math than are,
say, Japanese and Taiwanese parents—whose children are doing so much better. No one suggests that property
taxes be used to provide for the military budget, or for agriculture, or for cleaning up toxic wastes. Why just
education? Why not support it from general taxes on the local and state levels? What about a special education tax

for those industries with special needs for technically trained workers?
American kids don't do enough schoolwork. The average high school student spends 3.5 hours a week on
homework. The total time devoted to studies, in and out of the classroom, is about 20 hours a week. Japanese
fifth-graders average 33 hours a week.
But most American kids aren't stupid. Part of the reason they don't study hard is that they've received few tangible
benefits when they do. Competency (that is, actually knowing the stuff) in verbal skills, mathematics, and science
these days doesn't increase earnings for average young men in their first eight years out of high school—many of
whom take service rather than industrial jobs.
In the productive sectors of the economy, though, the story is different. There are furniture factories, for example,
in danger of going out of business—not because there are no customers but because few entry-level workers can do
simple arithmetic. A major electronics company reports that 80% or its job applicants can't pass a fifth-grade math
text—and that's an American, not a Korean, fifth-grade test. The United States is already losing some $25 billion a
year (mainly in lost productivity and the cost of remedial education) because workers, to too great a degree, can't
read, write, count, or think. Parents should know that their children's livelihoods may depend on how much math
and science they know. Now, while the kids are in school, is the time for them to learn. Parents might encourage
their schools to offer—and their kids to take—comprehensible, well-taught advanced science courses. They might
also limit the amount of mind-numbing TV their children watch.
What we can do
Those in America with the most favorable view of science tend to be young, well-to-do, college-educated white
males. But three-quarters of new American workers between now and 2001 will be women, nonwhites, and
immigrants. Discriminating against them isn't only unjust. it's also self-defeating. It deprives the American economy
of desperately needed skilled workers.
Black and Hispanic students are doing better in standardized science tests now than in the late 1960s, but they're the
only ones who are. The average math gap between white and black U.S. high school graduates is still huge—two to
three grade levels; but the gap between white U.S. high school graduates and those in, say, Japan, Canada, Great
Britain or Finland is more than twice as big. If you're poorly motivated and poorly educated, you won't know
much—no mystery here. Suburban blacks with college-educated parents do just as well in college as suburban
whites with college-educated parents. Enrolling a poor child in a Head Start program doubles his or her chances to
be employed later in life; one who completes an Upward Bound program is four times as likely to get a college
education. If we're serious, we know what to do.
What about college and university? There are obvious steps similar to what should be done in high schools: salaries
for teachers that approach what they could get in industry: more scholarships, fellowships, and laboratory
equipment; laboratory science courses required of everyone to graduate: and special attention paid to those
traditionally steered away from science. We should also provide the financial and moral encouragement for
academic scientists to spend more time on public education—lectures, newspaper and magazine articles, TV
appearances. This requires scientists to make themselves understandable and fun to listen to. To me, it seems
strange that some scientists, who depend on public funding for their research, are reluctant to explain to the public
what it is that they do. Fortunately, the number of scientists willing to speak to the public—and capably—has been
increasing each year. But there are not yet nearly enough.
Virtually every newspaper in America has a daily astrology column. How many have a daily science column? When I
was growing up, my father would bring home a daily paper and consume (often with great gusto) the baseball box
scores. There they were, to me dry as dust, with obscure abbreviations (W, SS, SO, W-L, AB, RBI), but they spoke
to him. Newspapers everywhere printed them. I figured maybe they weren't too hard for me. Eventually I too got
caught up in the world of baseball statistics. (I know it helped me in learning decimals, and I still cringe a little when
I hear that someone is "batting a thousand." But 1.000 is not 1,000. The lucky player is batting one.)

Or take a look at the financial page. Any introductory material? Explanatory footnotes? Definitions of
abbreviations? None. It’s sink or swim. Look at those acres of statistics! Yet people voluntarily read the stuff. It's
not beyond their ability. It's only a matter of motivation. Why can't we do the same with math, science, and
technology?
By far the most effective means of raising interest in science is television. There's lots of pseudoscience on TV, a
fair amount of medicine and technology, but hardly any science—especially on the three big commercial networks,
whose executives think science programming means ratings declines and lost profits, and nothing else matters. Why
in all America is there no TV drama that has as its hero someone devoted to figuring out how the universe works?
Stirring projects in science and technology attract and inspire youngsters. The number of science Ph.D.s peaked
around the time of the Apollo program and declined thereafter. This is an important potential side-effect of such
projects as sending humans to Mars, or the Superconducting Supercollider to explore the fine structure of matter, or
the program to map all human genes.
Every now and then, I'm lucky enough to teach a class in kindergarten or the first grade. Many of these children are
curious, intellectually vigorous, ask provocative and insightful questions, and exhibit great enthusiasm for science.
When I talk to high school students, I find something different. They memorize "facts." But, by and large, the joy of
discovery, the life behind those facts, has gone out of them. They're worried about asking "dumb" questions; they're
willing to accept inadequate answers; they don't pose follow-up questions; the room is awash with sidelong glances
to judge, second-by-second, the approval of their peers. Something has happened between first and 12th grade, and
it's not just puberty. I'd guess that its partly peer pressure not to excel (except in sports); partly that the society
teaches short-term gratification; partly the impression that science or math won't buy you a sports car; partly that so
little is expected of students; and partly that there are so few role models for intelligent discussion of science and
technology or for learning for its own sake.
But there's something else: Many adults are put off when youngsters pose scientific questions. Children ask why the
Sun is yellow, or what a dream is, or how deep you can dig a hole, or when is the world's birthday or why we have
toes. Too many teachers and parents answer with irritation or ridicule, or quickly move on to something else. Why
adults should pretend to omniscience before a 5-year-old, I can't for the life of me understand. What's wrong with
admitting that you don't know? Children soon recognize that somehow this kind of question annoys many adults. A
few more experiences like this, and another child has been lost to science.
There are many better responses. If we have an idea of the answer, we could try to explain. If we don't, we could go
the encyclopedia or library. Or we might say to the child: "I don't know the answer. Maybe no one knows. Maybe
when you grow up, you'll be the first to find out."
But mere encouragement isn't enough. We must also give children the tools to winnow the wheat from the chaff.
I'm haunted by the vision of a generation of Americans unable to distinguish reality from fantasy, hopefully
clutching their crystals for comfort, unequipped even to frame the right questions or to recognize the answers. I
want us to rescue Mr. "Buckley" and the millions like him. I also want us to stop turning out leaden, incurious,
unimaginative high school seniors. I think American needs, and deserves, a citizenry with minds wide awake and a
basic understanding of how the world works.
Public understanding of science is more central to our national security than half a dozen strategic weapons systems.
The sub-mediocre performance of American youngsters in science and math, and the widespread adult ignorance
and apathy about science and math, should sound an urgent alarm.

Distinguishing Science from Pseudoscience
By Prof. William Rory Coker, University of Texas / https://web2.ph.utexas.edu/~coker2/index.files/distinguish.htm
__________________________________________________________________________________________
The word “pseudo” means fake, and the surest way to spot a fake is to know as much as possible about the real
thing, in this case science itself. When we speak of knowing science we do not mean simply knowing scientific facts
(e.g., the distance from earth to sun; the age of the earth; the distinction between mammal and reptile, etc.) We
mean that one must clearly understand the nature of science itself—the criteria of valid evidence, the design of
meaningful experiments, the weighing of possibilities, the testing of hypotheses, the establishment of useful
theories, the many aspects of the methods of science which make it possible to draw accurate, reliable, meaningful
conclusions about the phenomena of the physical universe.
However, the media provide a continuous bombardment of sheer nonsense, misinformation, fantasy and
confusion—all proclaimed to be “true facts.” Sifting sense from nonsense is an almost overwhelming job.
It is therefore useful to consider some of the earmarks of pseudoscience. The substitution of fantasy and nonsense
for fact leaves behind many different clues and signs that almost anyone can readily detect. Below are listed some of
the most common characteristics of pseudoscience. The presence of any one or more of these symptoms in any
material in question marks it conclusively as pseudoscience. On the other hand, material displaying none of these
flaws might still be pseudoscience—the pseudoscientists are inventing new ways to fool themselves nearly every
day. What we have here is a set of sufficient, rather than necessary, conditions for pseudoscience.
Pseudoscience displays a remarkable and characteristic indifference to fact.
Writers tend simply to make up bogus “facts”—what Norman Mailer calls “factoids”—where needed, instead of
going to the trouble of consulting reliable reference works, much less investigating directly. Yet these fictitious facts
are often central to the pseudoscientist’s argument and conclusions! This can also be seen in the fact that
pseudoscientists never revise. The first edition of any pseudoscience book is almost always the last, even though the book
may go through innumerable new printings, over decades or centuries. Even a book with obvious mistakes, errors,
and misprints on every page is just reprinted as it is, over and over. Compare to college science textbooks, which
usually see a new edition every few years because of the rapid accumulation of new facts, ideas, discoveries,
experiments and insights in science.
Pseudoscience “research” is almost invariably exegesis.
That is, the pseudoscientist clips new or old newspaper reports, collects hearsay and questionable memories, reads
other pseudoscience books, or thumbs through ancient religious or mythological works. The pseudoscientist never
or rarely ever makes an independent investigation to check his sources. They are taken at face value, or even better
interpreted as “symbolic,” so that the pseudoscientist can use them as a kind of Rorshach inkblot—reading into the
myths and old texts anything he wants to find in them. Some areas of pseudoscience are generated by very
simplistic “literalism”—the use of inherited “sacred texts” as if they were contemporary science textbooks, a
practice that leads to the flat earth, the earth at the center of the universe, Creationism, Intelligent Design and a
number of other completely foolish but resolutely traditional claims about man and nature.
Pseudoscience begins with a hypothesis—usually one which is appealing emotionally, and spectacularly
implausible—and then looks only for items which appear to support it. Conflicting evidence is ignored.
Notice how often, when you are asked by a friend about what should be a question of fact if the topic were not
pseudoscience, the opening phrase is, “Do you believe in ESP?” (or flying saucers, or prophecy, or Bigfoot)... not,
is the evidence good, but rather, do you believe, without raising dull questions of evidence. Generally speaking, the
aim of pseudoscience is to rationalize strongly held beliefs, rather than to investigate and find out what’s actually
going on, or to test various possibilities.
Pseudoscience specializes in jumping to “congenial conclusions,” grinding ideological axes, appealing to preconceived ideas and to widespread misunderstandings. Not just Creationists, but 20th Century pseudoscientists of

all flavors, from J. B. Rhine and Immanuel Velikovsky to Rupert Sheldrake, have underlying their claims and
assertions an anachronistic world-view that essentially rejects all or most of the tested, reliable findings of science as
“unacceptably materialistic!” The general public tends to view pseudoscientists as “mavericks” who are working
slightly beyond the “accepted” boundaries of science. In fact, nothing could be further from the truth.
Pseudoscientists invariably represent a world-view which is not simply unscientific or pre-scientific, but rather
militantly antiscientific.
Pseudoscience shows a total indifference to criteria of valid evidence.
The emphasis is not on meaningful, controlled, repeatable scientific experiments—instead, it is on unverifiable
eyewitness testimony, stories, faked footprints, blurry photos, and tall tales, hearsay, rumor, and dubious anecdotes.
Genuine modern scientific literature is not cited. Real research is never done. Generally pseudoscientists never
present any valid evidence of any kind whatsoever for their claims.
One of the most bizarre recent tactics of pseudoscientists is to publish a novel, a work of fiction in which
essentially everything is made up by the author—as usual in works of fiction!—but then to turn directly around and
treat the completely made-up material as if it were actual, factual and researched. Recent examples of this tactic are
The Celestine Prophecy, by James Redfield (1994), and The Da Vinci Code, by Dan Brown (2003). This is really having
your cake and eating it too, because the authors, when taken to task for gross errors and mis-statements, calmly say,
“Can't you read? It's fiction, not non-fiction,” and yet when not taken to task for equally gross errors, sneakily treat
them as established facts and build upon them to generate yet more best-selling books.
Pseudoscience relies heavily on subjective validation.
Joe Blow puts jello on his head and his headache goes away. To pseudoscience this means jello cures headaches. To
science this means nothing, since no experiment was done. Many things were going on when Joe Blow’s headache
went away—the moon was full, a bird flew overhead, the window was open, Joe had on his red shirt, etc.—and his
headache would have gone away eventually in any case, no matter what. Modine Flark reads her newspaper
horoscope and says there must be something to astrology because the horoscope describes her perfectly. But when
we read it we see it is a perfectly generally true statement that describes just about every human who has ever lived,
and has nothing to do with Modine or her birth-stars. These are examples of subjective validation, one of the main
foundations of popular support for pseudoscience.
Essentially all of medical quackery (aka “alternative medicine”) relies on subjective validation entirely for its
continued existence. A controlled experiment to study the effectiveness of a headache remedy, for example, would
put a large number—thousands or tens of thousands—of people suffering from headaches in identical
circumstances, except for the presence or absence of the remedy it is desired to test, and compare the results…
which would then have some chance of being meaningful. Subjective validation renders such studies meaningless
unless they follow a so-called Double-Blind protocol, which insures that no one involved in the study knows what
the results “should be.” That is, no one in the study should know until final results have been tabulated which
patients took the remedy to be tested, and which patients took an identical-appearing placebo, known to have no
effect on headaches.
Pseudoscience depends on arbitrary conventions of human culture, rather than on unchanging regularities of nature. For
instance, the interpretations of astrology depend on the names of things, which are accidental and vary from
culture to culture. If the ancients had given the name Mars to the planet we call Jupiter, and vice versa, astronomy
could care less… but astrology would be totally different, because it depends solely on the cultural baggage carried
by the name and has nothing to do with the physical properties of the actual planet itself.
Pseudoscience always achieves a reduction to absurdity if pursued far enough.
Maybe dowsers can somehow sense the presence of water or minerals under a field, but almost all claim they can
dowse equally well from a map! Maybe Uri Geller is “psychic,” but are his powers really beamed to him on a radio
link with a flying saucer from the planet Hoova, as Uri used to claim? Maybe plants are “psychic,” but why does a
bowl of (inorganic) mud respond in exactly the same way, in the same bogus “experiment?” A local psychic says

she can commune mentally with your pet—but she also says a photo or fax or computer-printout image of the pet
works just as well as the pet itself for her communing!
Pseudoscience always avoids putting its claims to a meaningful test.
Pseudoscientists never carry out careful, methodical, convincing experiments themselves—and they also generally
ignore results of such experiments that are carried out by scientists. Pseudoscientists also never follow up. If one
pseudoscientist claims to have done an experiment (e.g., the “lost" biorhythm studies of Hermann Swoboda that
are an alleged basis of the modern pseudoscience of biorhythms), no other pseudoscientist ever tries to duplicate it or to
check his supposed results, even (and especially) when the original results are lost or questionable! Further, where a pseudoscientist
claims to have done an experiment with a remarkable result, he himself almost never repeats it to check his results and
procedures. This is in extreme contrast with science, where crucial experiments are performed over and over, by
scientists all over the world, with ever-increasing precision.
When pseudoscientists became extremely excited by fuzzy 1980s photos of a “face on Mars,” they somehow never
wanted to look at or even hear about 1990s and later photos which show the area with much sharper resolution,
and do not show any “face.” Those who believed that the measurements of the Pyramid of Cheops contain secret
information encoded by Gods or Space Aliens were somehow never found making any measurements themselves.
Nor did it ever occur to practitioners of “theraputic touch,” which involves ritual hand-waving to manipulate and
smooth the “human energy field,” to demonstrate experimentally that such a field (completely unknown to science)
actually exists. Believers in the supernatural wonders of crop circles never bother to take a clothesline and a
broomstick and see how simple it is to make a circle precisely like the ones they find “inexplicable.” Those who say
the UFO photos of George Adamski or Billy Meier or Ed Walters convince them absolutely that UFOs are real
never bother to spend the 60 minutes or so it takes to fabricate a very similar UFO and take it out and make a very
similar photo.
Pseudoscience often contradicts itself, even in its own terms.
Such logical contradictions are simply ignored or rationalized away. In a meaningful description of the physical
world we live in, mathematical or factual or logical contradictions simply could not exist. In pseudoscience, they are
par for the course! We should not be surprised when a book on dowsing for water, in Chapter 1, assures us that
dowsers prefer newly-cut twigs, because only “still living” wood can channel and focus the “earth radiation” used in
dowsing, while Chapter 5 states that nearly all dowsers use metal or plastic rods!
Pseudoscience deliberately creates mystery where none exists,
by omitting crucial information, background, and important details. Anything can be made “mysterious,” if you
omit to tell what is known about it, or present completely imaginary details. The “Bermuda Triangle” and “Sea
Mystery” books are classic examples of this tactic, as are most books on haunted houses.
Pseudoscience does not progress.
There are fads, and a pseudoscientist may switch from one fad to another (from ghosts to ESP research, from flying
saucers to psychic studies, from ESP research to looking for Bigfoot). But within a given topic there is no progress
made, no new information uncovered; new theories are not forthcoming; old concepts are never modified or
discarded in light of new discoveries, since there are no new discoveries for pseudoscience. The older the idea, the
more respect is given it.
ESP experiments started at about the same time as research into the nature of electromagnetic radiation. They're
still guessing cards in the ESP labs and yet applications of electromagnetism have completely revolutionized the
world, time and time again, since the 1880s. No natural phenomena or processes previously unknown to science have ever been
discovered by pseudoscientists. Indeed, pseudoscientists almost invariably deal with phenomena well known to scientists,
but little known to the general public—so that the public will swallow the total misrepresentations of the
phenomena that the pseudoscientist wants to make. Classic examples: firewalking, Kirlian and orb photography,
“psychic motors.”

Pseudoscience persuades using misinformation, appeals to widespread belief, rhetoric, propaganda, and
misrepresentation, rather than presenting valid evidence (which presumably does not exist).
Pseudoscience books offer examples of almost every kind of fallacy of logic and reason known to scholars, and
have invented some new ones of their own. A favorite device is the non sequitur. Pseudoscientists also love the
“Galileo Argument.” This consists of the pseudoscientist comparing himself to Galileo, and saying that just as the
pseudoscientist is believed to be wrong, so Galileo was thought wrong by his contemporaries … therefore the
pseudoscientist must be right too, just as Galileo was. Clearly the conclusion does not follow! What is more, anyone
who has ever heard of Galileo must be aware that Galileo’s ideas were tested, verified, and accepted promptly by his
scientific colleagues. It was the established religion which rejected Galileo’s findings, preferring instead a familiar
pseudoscience which Galileo’s findings contradicted.
Pseudoscientists are fond of the term “proof,” as in, “I'll pay anyone $10,000 if they can prove Bigfoot does not
exist!” Or, “ ...if you can prove the earth revolves around the sun,” or “ ...if you can prove that at least some UFOs
are not spacecraft from other worlds.” The money is safe, because the concept of a “proof” comes from
mathematics and formal logic, and has no counterpart in any description of things, phenomena and processes in our
real world. A late-20th-Century magician and mentalist offered $10,000 to anyone who can prove that hypnosis
exists. He's in no danger of having to pay up, but his money would be just as secure if he offered $10,000 to anyone
who can prove that hypnosis does not exist!
Pseudoscience argues from ignorance, an elementary fallacy.
That is, pseudoscientists base their claims on incompleteness of information about nature, rather than on what is known
at present. But no claim can possibly be supported by lack of information. The fact that Don Dullard saw
something in the sky he didn’t recognize means just that… he didn’t recognize what he saw. We cannot use this
fact as evidence that flying saucers are from outer space, since we have no evidence he saw a flying saucer—or
anything else! Maybe he saw a ghost! Advocates of “Intelligent Design” claim, without evidence, that science will
“never” be able to understand certain features of biological systems. Really? “Never” is a long time.
The phrase “Science cannot explain…” is extremely common in pseudoscience literature. In many cases, the fact is
that science has no interest in the supposed phenomenon because there is no evidence it exists; in other cases, the
scientific explanation is well known and well established, but the pseudoscientist is not aware of it or deliberately
ignores it to create mystery. Many pseudoscientific labels—ghosts, UFOs, ESP—are just names for a state of
complete ignorance of what, if anything, is being labelled. Could the woods be full of unknown monsters, the rivers
full of unknown monsters? Zoologists don't think so; they've been there repeatedly to look, and it's their profession
to find and study new animals. To the pseudoscientist, the absence of evidence for some monster is itself a kind of
“proof” the monster exists!
Pseudoscience argues from alleged exceptions, errors, anomalies, strange or paranormal events, and
suspect claims— rather than from well-established regularities of nature.
The experience of scientists over the past 400 years is that claims and reports which describe well-understood
objects behaving in strange and incomprehensible ways tend to reduce upon investigation to deliberate frauds,
honest mistakes, garbled accounts, misinterpretations, outright fabrications, and stupid blunders. It is not wise to
accept such reports at face value, without checking them. Pseudoscientists always take such reports as literally true,
without independent verification
Pseudoscience appeals to false authority, to emotion, to sentiment, or to distrust of established fact.
A high school dropout is accepted as an expert on archaeology, though he has never made any study of it! A
psychoanalyst is accepted as an expert on all of human history, not to mention physics, astronomy, and
mythology—though his claims are inconsistent with everything known in all four fields! A show business celebrity
swears it’s true, so it must be. A physicist says psychic Smoori Mellar couldn’t possibly have fooled him with simple
magic tricks, although the physicist knows nothing about magic and sleight of hand. Emotional appeals are
common: “If it makes you feel good, it must be true.” “In your heart, you know it’s right.” “Follow your bliss!”
“Use your intuition!” Pseudoscientists are fond of imaginary conspiracies: “There’s plenty of evidence for flying

saucers but the government keeps it secret.” They almost always argue from irrelevancies: “Scientists don’t know
everything!”—but perhaps we weren’t talking about everything, maybe we were discussing the evidence for the
tooth fairy and Santa Claus!
Pseudoscience often pretends to be one side of a legitimate scientific controversy.
That is, pseudoscientists like to pretend that “the jury is still out,” and that “further research” is needed to clarify the
validity of their beliefs. This is essentially never the case. There is no controversy among astronomers concerning
astrology—they unanimously agree it is nonsense. There is no controversy among physicists concerning
Velikovsky's ideas—they are unanimously condemned as simply wrong. There is no controversy among biologists
regarding “Intelligent Design”—it is dismissed as a set of religion-based beliefs empty of scientific content.
There is no case known to me in which a pseudoscientist's claims have taken advantage of any genuine scientific
controversy. Instead, pseudoscientists operate entirely outside science, and their claims and beliefs are not relevant
to any known scientific puzzle or uncertainty. One frightening trend observed more and more strongly during the
last half of the 20th Century was the incorporation of contrarian pseudoscience into the core beliefs of various
fundamentalist religions, so that today a fundamentalist is almost certain to deny the facts of global warming,
biological evolution, human origins, etc., and to affirm that basic scientific research is essentially of no value.
There is general agreement among interested observers that, over the past two decades, Americans have grown
increasingly indifferent to the often-demonstrated fact of their ignorance of even the most basic scientific
discoveries of the last four centuries, and increasingly unconcerned that US K-12 students generally tie for last place
in knowledge of math and science, in comparisons among 70 or more nations. An actual and naked hostility to
science and scholarship has been tied up seemingly inextricably with political and religious ultra-conservatism. This
attitude of distrust and dislike of science, mathematics and rational thought in general very obviously has an entirely
negative educational impact. And ultimately, such hostile attitudes must result in an ever-increasing popularity for
various pseudosciences, particularly those which can adapt themselves to the prevailing political and religious
dogmas.
Pseudoscience makes extraordinary claims and advances fantastic theories that are in contradiction to
what is known about nature.
Not only is no evidence offered that the claim is true, the problem of how all previous investigations led to precisely
opposite conclusions is ignored totally. (“Flying saucers have to come from somewhere—so the earth is hollow, and
they come from inside.” “This electric spark I’m making with this electrical apparatus is actually not a spark at all,
but rather a supernatural manifestation of psycho-spiritual energy.” “Every human is surrounded by an impalpable
aura of electromagnetic energy, the auric egg of the ancient Hindu seers, which mirrors the human’s every mood
and condition.” “Dowsing is possible because of the mysterious ‘Earth Radiation,’ which can only be detected by
dowsers!” “This dog knows when its owner leaves her business miles away and always goes to the window right
then to wait for her, because it senses the metahuman supermorphogenic force field!" Gosh, what if it just goes to
the window every few minutes all day long?)
The very word theory is one of the most often misused by pseudoscience. In science, a theory is a detailed, quantitative
description of an observed physical process of nature. For example, in physics, a theory of gravity would be a mathematicallyexpressed law that allowed the calculation of the gravitational force in any specific, given circumstance. In zoology,
a theory of evolution would offer a description of a detailed, testable set of processes that result in the frequently
observed origin of new species of living thing. You can't describe a process that is not there to be described, so
there is hardly any concept more alien to pseudoscience than a scientific theory! Pseudoscientists never offer
theories... they usually offer retreaded mythology.
Pseudoscience makes heavy use of an invented vocabulary
in which the new terms introduced do not have precise or unambiguous definitions, and most have no definitions at
all. The listener is forced to interpret the statements according to his or her own preconceptions. What, for instance,
is “biocosmic radiation energy?” Or a “psychotronic amplification system?” Or the “Intelligent Design
Hypothesis?" Or the “Zero Point Vacuum Free Cosmic Energy Motor?" Or “craniosacral theraputic osteopathy”?

By spouting gibberish that has a vaguely “technical” sound, the pseudoscientists and crackpots believe they imitate
the jargon of actual scientific and technical fields. Pseudoscientists also like to take terms from actual science, such
as “energy,” and drain them totally of meaning, then use them as senseless, referentless buzzwords. Quack “healers”
babble a lot about energy, but nothing they say has anything whatsoever to do with physics or biology or with any
aspect of reality.
Pseudoscience appeals to the truth-criteria of scientific methodology, while simultaneously denying their
validity.
Thus, a procedurally invalid experiment which seems to show that astrology works is advanced by the
pseudoscientist as “proof” that astrology is correct, while he simultaneously completely ignores any number of
procedurally sound experiments that show it does not work in any way or sense. The fact that someone got away
with simple magic tricks in one scientific lab is “proof” that he is a psychic superman, while the fact that he was
caught doing his tricks in several other labs is ignored. One ESP experiment where the researchers can be shown
conclusively to have simply fabricated all their positive results is invariably referenced as valid and convincing,
whilst the many dozens of other ESP studies that gave chance results are left unmentioned.
A more general example of this fallacy is often called “cherry picking.” There are many "scientific studies" being
published all the time, and they vary widely in reliability and methodology. Thus, you can easily find at least one
study somewhere that "proves" that drinking 6 or more cups of coffee a day reduces the chance of a heart attack by
60%, that using a mobile phone more than 2 hours a day reduces the chance of developing Alzheimer's Disease by
60%, that eating a pound of dark chocolate per day reduces your chance of ovarian cancer by 60%, that chewing a
plug of tobacco at least once per week reduces the incidence of dental caries by 60%... or whatever else you want!
(Crackpot critics of science generally misuse the “cherry-picking” term. Basically they seem to think that sorting out
the bad data and tossing it away consists of cherry picking, and leads to all well-established scientific results being
questionable. What a real cherry-picker does is pick out only bad data and ignore all the rest. And in fact the real
cherry-picker ignores most of the bad data too, only pointing to the one or two goofy examples that he thinks offer
support to his favorite crazy idea.)
Pseudoscience claims that the phenomena it studies are “jealous.”
The phenomena appear only under certain vaguely specified but vital conditions (i.e., when no doubters or skeptics
are present; when no experts are present; when nobody is watching; when the “vibes” are right; only once in human
history.) The attitude of science is that all phenomena must be capable of being studied by anyone with the proper
equipment, and that all procedurally valid studies must give consistent results. No actual known natural
phenomenon is “jealous” in this way. There is no way to construct a TV set or a radio or a DVD player or a
computer that will function only when no skeptics are present! A man who claims to be a concert-class violinist, but
does not appear to have ever owned a violin and who refuses to play when anyone is around who might hear him, is
most likely lying about his ability to play the violin.
Pseudoscience “explanations” tend to be by scenario.
That is, we are told a story, but we are told nothing else; we have no description of any possible
physical process. For instance, pseudoscientist Velikovsky claimed that another planet passing near
the earth caused the earth’s spin axis to flip upside down. This is all he said. He gave no
mechanisms. But the mechanism is all-important, because the laws of physics rule out the process
as impossible. That is, the approach of another planet cannot cause a planet’s spin axis to flip 180
degrees. If Velikovsky had discovered some way that one planet could flip another’s spin axis, he
would presumably have described the mechanism by which it can happen. The bald statement itself,
without the underlying mechanism, conveys no information at all.
Again, Velikovsky says that Venus was once a comet, and this comet was spewed out of a volcano
on Jupiter. Since planets in no way resemble comets, which have been known since 1950 to consist
of rock/ice snowball-like debris, and which in turn have no connection whatsoever to volcanoes,
and since Jupiter is not known to have volcanoes anyway (or even a solid surface!), there is no

actual physical process underlying Velikovsky’s assertions. He just gives us words, related to one
another within a sentence… but the relations are alien to the universe we actually live in, and no
explanation for how these relations work or can exist is given. We have stories, but never theories. The
literary genre known as science fiction has been invaluable to pseudoscience for more than 150
years, in providing fact-free scenarios which the pseudoscientist can adapt readily, and which have
the advantage of being already familiar to the public through use and reuse in 20th Century films
and television series.
Pseudoscientists often appeal to the ancient human habit of magical thinking.
Magic, sorcery, witchcraft—these are based on spurious similarity, false analogy, false cause-and-effect connections,
etc. That is, inexplicable influences and connections between things are assumed from the beginning—not found by
investigation. (If you step on a crack in the sidewalk without saying a magic word, your mother will crack a bone in
her body; eating heart-shaped leaves is good for heart ailments; shining red light on the body increases blood
production; rams are aggressive so someone born in the Sign of the Ram is aggressive; fish are “brain food” because
the meat of the fish resembles brain tissue, etc.)
So-called herbal remedies and supplements sold over-the-counter for a variety of ailments in almost every grocery
store and drug store are not supported in any case by any scientific research whatsoever, but rather entirely by
folklore, tradition and magical thinking. Yet such supplements often do contain active ingredients that have strong
physiological effects, almost all dangerous, almost none desirable, and never mentioned on the product label! The
result: a genuine public health crisis that makes no headlines at all unless a celebrity or athlete happens to die of
poisoning.
Pseudoscience relies heavily on anachronistic thinking.
The older the idea, the more attractive it is to pseudoscience—it’s the wisdom of the ancients!—very especially if
the idea is transparently wrong and has been discarded by science for centuries. Bogus wisdom of the ancients, as
in Theosophy, whose supposedly ancient sacred texts were actually inventions of Madame Helena P. Blavatsky in
the late 19th Century, is just as effective as authentic holy ravings from 2000 or 3000 years ago. The claim of being
ancient is all that is important.
When Dolores Krieger invented the pseudoscience of Theraputic Touch, she initially used the vocabulary of
Theosophy to describe the imaginary mechanism that was the basis of the quack therapy, but a few years later she
swapped traditions by switching completely to the vocabulary of traditional Chinese healing magic. One tradition
is as good as any other, but there has to be a tradition!
Science! vs. Pseudoscience!
We have so far been discussing pseudoscience without making any direct comparison with science itself. However,
it is informative to make a direct comparison, feature by feature—


SCIENCE: The literature is written for scientists. There is peer review, and there are rigorous standards for
honesty and accuracy.



PSEUDOSCIENCE: The literature is aimed at the general public. There is no review, no standards, no
pre-publication verification, no demand for accuracy and precision.



SCIENCE: Reproducible, reliable results are demanded; experiments must be precisely described so that
they can be duplicated exactly or improved upon in sensitivity and volume of cases or events.



PSEUDOSCIENCE: Results cannot be reproduced or verified. Studies, if any, are always so vaguely
described that one can't figure out just what was actually done or how it was done.



SCIENCE: Failures are searched for and studied closely, since incorrect theories can often make correct
predictions by accident but no correct theory will make incorrect predictions.



PSEUDOSCIENCE: Failures are ignored, excused, hidden, lied about, discounted, explained away,
rationalized, forgotten, avoided at all costs.



SCIENCE: As time goes on, more and more is learned about the physical processes under study.



PSEUDOSCIENCE: No actual physical phenomena or processes are ever found, noticed or studied. No
progress is made; nothing concrete is learned.



SCIENCE: Individual defects, idiosyncrasies and blunders of investigators average out— do not affect the
real “signal” under study.



PSEUDOSCIENCE: Individual defects, idiosyncrasies and blunders of investigators provide the only
"signals" ever seen— the average is zero.



SCIENCE: Convinces by appeal to the evidence, by arguments based upon logical and/or mathematical
reasoning, by making the best case the data permit. When new evidence contradicts old ideas, they are
abandoned.



PSEUDOSCIENCE: Convinces by appeal to faith and belief. Pseudoscience in almost every case has a
very strong quasi-religious element: it tries to convert, not to convince. You are to believe in spite of the
facts, not because of them. The original idea is never abandoned, whatever the evidence.



SCIENCE: There are no conflicts of interest; the scientist has no personal financial stake in any specific
outcome of his studies. [Very different from so-called “Junk Science,”, where the self-proclaimed “scientist”
is in fact a paid employee, and paid only when he testifies to the “right” result!]



PSEUDOSCIENCE: Extreme conflicts of interest. The pseudo-scientist generally earns some or all of his
living by selling pseudoscientific "services," e.g., horoscopes, predictions, instruction in developing
paranormal powers, etc., etc.

Journalists, in particular, seem completely unable to comprehend this last point. A typical reporter asked to write an
article on astrology thinks he has done a thorough job if he interviews six astrologers and one astronomer. The
astronomer says it's all total bunk; the six astrologers say it’s great stuff and really works and for $50 they'll be glad
to cast anyone's horoscope. (No doubt!) To the reporter, and apparently to the editor and readers, this confirms
astrology six to one! Yet if the reporter had had the very small degree of sense and intelligence required to realize he
should have interviewed seven astronomers (all of whom are presumably knowledgeable about the planets and their
interactions, but all of whom are also disinterested in astrology, and therefore able to be both knowledgeable and
objective) he would have gotten the correct result: seven informed judgments that astrology is nonsense. Everything
in pseudoscience seems to generate something for sale; look for courses in how to remember past lives, how to do
remote viewing, how to improve your ESP ability, how to hunt for ghosts, how to become a prophet, how to heal
yourself of any disease mentally, how to get the angels on your side, how to... you name it, you got it... but pay up
first.
Comparison lists of the kind we have shown here can be continued almost indefinitely, because there is no overlap
between science and pseudoscience at any point. They are precisely opposed ways of viewing nature. Science relies
on, and insists on, difficult, narrow, strict procedures of self-questioning, testing and analytical thinking that make it
hard to fool yourself or to avoid facing facts. Pseudoscience, on the other hand, preserves the ancient, natural,
irrational, unobjective modes of thought that are tens of thousands of years older than science... the modes of
thought which have given rise to most superstition and to most of the fanciful and mistaken ideas about man and
nature... from voodoo to racism; from the flat earth to the house-shaped universe with God in the attic, Satan in the
cellar and man on the ground floor; from doing rain dances to torturing and brutalizing the mentally ill to drive out
the demons that possess them. Pseudoscience encourages you to believe anything you want, and supplies many
examples of specious "arguments" by which you can fool yourself into thinking your belief has some validity,

despite all the facts being to the contrary. Science begins by saying, let's forget about what we believe to be so, and try
by investigation to find out what actually is so. These roads don't cross; they lead in completely opposite directions.
Some confusion on this point is caused by what we might call “crossovers.” “Science” is not an honorary badge you
wear, it's an activity you do. Whenever you cease that activity, you cease being a scientist. A distressing amount of
pseudoscience is generated by actual or self-proclaimed scientists, in several ways we need to discuss. A scientist
almost invariably winds up doing pseudoscience when he moves out of a field in which he is knowledgeable and
competent, and plunges into another field of which he is quite ignorant. A physicist who claims to have found a
new principle of biology—or a biologist who claims to have found a new principle of physics—is almost invariably
doing pseudoscience. A scientist becomes a pseudoscientist when he defends an idea when all evidence and
experiment is against it, because he is emotionally or ideologically committed to it. A scientist who forges data, or
suppresses data which do not agree with his preconceptions, or refuses to let others see his data for independent
evaluation, has become a pseudoscientist. Science is a high peak of intellectual integrity, fairness, and rationality. To
carry the analogy further, the peak is slippery and smooth. It requires a tremendous effort to remain near it. But any
slacking of effort carries one away, and into pseudoscience.
A fair fraction of all pseudoscience is generated by individuals who have received a small amount of very narrow
and specialized scientific or technical training, but who are not professional scientists and do not comprehend the
nature of the scientific enterprise—yet think of themselves as “scientists.” Particularly notorious in this respect are
medical doctors and engineers, as well as psychoanalysts and technicians of one kind or another, as well as, more
recently, “computer scientists.”
One might wonder if there are not examples of “crossovers” in the other direction; that is people who have been
thought by scientists to be doing pseudoscience, who eventually were accepted as doing valid science, and whose
ideas were ultimately accepted by scientists. From what we have just outlined, one would expect this to happen
extremely rarely, if ever. In fact, neither I, nor any informed colleague I have ever asked about this, knows of any
single case in which this has happened during the hundreds of years the full scientific method has been known to
and used by scientists. There are a large number of cases in which a scientist has been thought to be wrong by his
colleagues, but whose ideas were later shown to be correct. A scientist may get a “hunch” that some possibility is
the case, without having enough evidence to convince his associates that he is correct.
Such a person has not become a pseudoscientist, unless he continues to maintain that his ideas are correct as the evidence does
come in and shows conclusively that he is incorrect. Being wrong or mistaken is unavoidable; we are all human, and we all
commit errors and blunders. A scientist, however, is alert to the possibility that he might blunder, and is quick to
correct mistakes, since these mistakes are completely fatal to future studies which he might undertake if they are not
found and rooted out. A scientist, in short, when shown that he is mistaken by his associates, will abandon his
mistaken ideas. A pseudoscientist will not. In fact, a short definition of pseudoscience is that it is a method for
protecting and rationalizing obviously incorrect and mistaken concepts about man and nature—for excusing,
defending and preserving errors.
Generally speaking, the average citizen knows as little about the history of science as he does about science itself, so
it is not unusual to hear someone claim that astronomy evolved from astrology, or chemistry evolved from alchemy.
Neither claim is true! In fact, calendar astronomy existed long before astrology, and no alchemist (not even Isaac
Newton!) ever made any contributions to chemistry.
In one of the best review articles ever written about pseudoscience, “Investigating the Paranormal,” by David F.
Marks (Nature, 13 March 1986), Marks summarizes psychological studies of believers in pseudoscientific concepts
and concludes, “Belief in the paranormal is metaphysical and therefore not subject to the constraints of empirically
based science.... [Pseudoscience] is a... system of untestable beliefs steeped in illusion, error and fraud.
...Pseudosciences are remarkably stable...; their presence on the edges of science can be expected indefinitely.”
The popularity of pseudoscience is assured, because it invariably tells us things that are reassuring far past the point
of being too good to be true. You are grieving over your beloved lost pet dog? Well, this psychic lady can tell you

precisely where to find it, all she has to do is touch its photo! You are 75 years old and in poor health, but this
hippy-looking professor says he's right on the verge of discovering how people can live for 5,000 years, even you!
Wow, where do we send our money?!? You're 100 pounds overweight and have never been able to slim down?
Well, here's a new miracle diet: eat as much as you want of anything you want and still lose weight, by taking this
mystical special wonder herb! Only $100 for a 2-week supply!
One of the features of pseudoscience that is often extremely puzzling to those who encounter it for the first time is
that any particular pseudoscience somehow involves almost all the others. Thus, someone who believes that flying
saucers exist and are piloted by space aliens might also claim to communicate with the aliens via a Ouija board;
someone searching for Bigfoot or the Loch Ness monster might use a dowsing rod; a dowser, instead of dowsing
for water, might "locate" an advanced underground civilization within the hollow earth; a spirit medium who is
supposedly communicating with spirits of the dead might also claim to be a "psychic" who can read living minds
and foretell the future; an "inventor" obsessed with the "free energy" variant of perpetual motion might also claim
to have prophetic dreams, or practice crystal healing in his spare time, or brew homeopathic "medicines." The
explanation for this continuum is that pseudoscience is a manifestation of an entire anachronistic world view,
evidence of an individual's powerful belief in an animistic universe that is essentially magical and fundamentally
"nonmaterial." No amount of evidence, investigation or fact-finding has ever shaken a pseudoscientist's faith in his
delusions.
It is, unfortunately, vital for each citizen to learn to distinguish carefully between science and pseudoscience. In a
democracy, every voter must be capable of seeking and recognizing authentic sources of information.
Pseudoscience often strikes educated, rational people as too nonsensical and preposterous to be dangerous, a source
of amusement rather than fear. Unfortunately, this is not a wise attitude. Pseudoscience can be extremely dangerous.
Penetrating political systems, it has justified atrocities in the name of racial or religious purity, purging of university
faculty in math and science, and interference with and discouragement of basic scientific research; penetrating the
educational system, it drives out science and sensibility; penetrating the health professions it dooms thousands to
unnecessary death or suffering; penetrating religion, it generates fanaticism, intolerance, and holy war; penetrating
the communications media, it makes it nearly impossible for voters to obtain factual information on public issues of
extreme importance—a situation which at present has reached crisis proportions in the U.S.

Worksheet: Crafting an Academic Research Question

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Part 1: Learn to Identify Subjectivity & Value Judgements
Your research question should not contain subjective ideas or value judgements—two concepts on either end of a spectrum—because
academic discourse does not make, debate, or rely upon value judgements. Academics make and debate claims that are falsifiable with
empirical evidence. As a neutral investigator, you should strive to separate your feelings and values from discussions of empirical evidence.
The following examples are subjective and each question is more judgmental than the last. Below each question are examples of related
questions that lack subjectivity and value judgements. As a class, brainstorm additional questions and determine whether they are free of
subjectivity and value judgements.
1. How hard is hiking the Appalachian Trail?
Whether something is easy or hard depends on the individual, and so this question is subjective and hence not falsifiable with
empirical evidence. There is no value judgement here however, because there is no suggestion that difficulty or ease makes the trail
good or bad.



What are the challenges that face Appalachian Trail hikers?
What is the completion rate for hikers attempting the whole trail?



Your questions:

2. Is Florida overpopulated?
Whether one believes a place is “overpopulated” or “underpopulated” depends heavily on subjective perceptions about how
population impacts quality of life. However, views about quality of life depend on what one values most in life, and so to describe a
place as overpopulated is an implicit criticism.



Does Florida’s public water infrastructure meet the needs of its current population?
What is the rate of immigration to Florida from other states?



Your questions:

3. How smart are dolphins?
Smart compared to what? Smart and dumb are subjective concepts dependent upon context. Also, if we call someone or something
smart or dumb we are explicitly passing judgement on them (it is an insult to call someone dumb).



Can dolphins learn from a human trainer and then teach those skills to other dolphins?
How large is a dolphin’s frontal cortex?



Your questions:

4. Does welfare make people lazy?
Laziness is a subjective cultural concept that cannot be measured objectively. It is also an explicit criticism to call someone lazy and an
implicit judgement about their moral character since many people think it is morally wrong to be lazy.



Do cash assistance payments create disincentives to find work?
Does a low minimum wage create a disincentive to find work versus remaining on direct cash assistance?



Your questions:

5. Why do people want to legalize drugs even though it is wrong to use drugs?
This question makes an explicit moral argument about right and wrong.



Can any currently illegal drug treat a known medical condition?
What are the differences in crime rates between countries with legal drugs vs countries with strict prohibition?



Your questions:
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Part 2: Qualities of an Academic Research Question
To be appropriate for college, your research question:
1.
2.
3.

must be answerable with empirical evidence
cannot be answered with “yes/no, because...”
cannot ask something that is already settled science

4.
5.
6.

cannot ask a moral or ethical question
cannot contain value judgments
cannot ask what “should be.”

Why? 1) If empirical data is impossible to collect then you cannot make a falsifiable claim, and academic discourse is exclusively about
making and debating falsifiable claims. 2) Questions answerable with “yes/no, because” are too simplistic for college. 3) College research
papers are not book reports—you gather evidence and draw your own conclusions rather than repeat the work of others. 4) Morals and
ethics are not independently and empirically falsifiable. However, moral and ethical questions become academic when framed within the
study of philosophy. For example: “Is eating animals wrong?” is not academic, while “Does Kant’s categorical imperative apply to
animals?” is academic. 5) Values are not independently and empirically falsifiable. 6) Questions of what “should be” require values and
belong to the realm of public discourse, not academic discourse.
The questions below do not meet the standards of academic research. As a class or in small groups try to invent alternative questions with
roughly the same topics but nonetheless meet academic standards.
1.

2.

3.

UNANSWERABLE
Is there life after death?

vs.

Are there alien civilizations in other galaxies?

vs.

What happens to the human brain during a near-death experience?

TOO SIMPLE—CAN BE ANSWERED WITH “YES/NO, BECAUSE…”
Does vitamin C really help a cold?

vs.

Does trickle-down economics work?

vs.

SETTLED SCIENCE
Is the universe expanding or contracting?

vs.

Is climate change real?

4.

MORAL OR ETHICAL QUESTIONS
Is euthanasia ever justifiable?

vs.

Is homosexuality a sin?

5.

6.

VALUE JUDGMENTS
Is organic farming better?

vs.

Why does Alex Jones believe weird things?

vs.

CONTAINS SHOULD
Should the electoral college be eliminated?

vs.

Should the US invade Iran?

vs.
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Guiding Questions: Semester Topic & Research Question

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Step One: Brainstorm Topics
Topics are general categories—fad diets, space exploration, the oceans, et cetera. To brainstorm a broad, general
category to research, write a number of statements that begin with the phrases below. Example: I’d like to know
more about why there were thousands of jellyfish on the beach last summer
I’m interested in…
I’m interested in…
I’d like to know more about…
I’d like to know more about…
I’m often thinking about…
I’m often thinking about…
I’m really bothered by…
I’m really bothered by…
Step Two: Ask Questions
Of the topics above, choose the one that interests you the most. The next step is to brainstorm questions about
that topic. To do so, write a number of sentences that begin with the phrases below. Example: I’d really like to know
what caused the jellyfish swarm—are swarms normal and they got swept onto shore or was that a freak event?
I’ve never understood why…
I’ve never understood why…
I’d really like to know what…
I’d really like to know what…
What doesn’t make sense to me is…
What doesn’t make sense to me is…
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Step Three: Finalize the Question
Take the broad inquiries you brainstormed and craft them into an academic research question—one free of value
judgements and other errors. Example: Why did millions of jellyfish wash up on Florida beaches in the summer of 2016?
Write your question:

Step Four: Preliminary Reading
Before logging into the library’s databases you will need to know academic terms and keywords about your topic.
Read a few Wikipedia articles about your topic in order to discover these terms. Example: they’re called jellyfish
“blooms” not swarms; “jellification” of the oceans; jellyfish often move in large groups called “fluthers” or “smacks”
Terms you found:
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Assignment: Annotated Bibliography

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Description
This assignment contains two parts, a preliminary draft that is not annotated and a final draft that is annotated.
You will first cast a wide net and find twenty academic sources about your topic. All twenty must be either
monographs or peer-reviewed journal articles from no later than fifteen years ago. Ideally, they should be from
the past ten years and evenly distributed across that length of time—two articles for each of the past ten years.
For example, within the span of 2020-2005 you should not have ten articles from 2010 and ten more from 2018.
Your preliminary bibliography will:
1. state your research question
2. contain 20 citations of relevant academic sources
3. be formatted according to MLA guidelines
Class activities will then help you narrow these sources down to twelve. Next, you will compose an annotated
bibliography.
Your annotated bibliography will:
1. state your research question
2. contain at least 10 bibliographic entries of 250-300 words total consisting of
a. a citation for each source formatted according to MLA guidelines
b. one paragraph that succinctly summarizes the source (125-150 words)
c. one paragraph that analyzes the source (125-150 words)
2. match the formatting of the sample document exactly
Getting Started
In order to analyze your sources, read each one once to get a sense of its hypotheses, conclusions, and context.
Next read it again and ask yourself the follow questions:
 Do you understand everything in this source?
 What are its strengths and weaknesses?
 Are there any gaps in evidence or data?
 How does it compare to other sources you’ve read?
 Does it contradict, support, or compliment another source?
 Are its claims contradicted by another source? (If so, good!)
 Does the entire source address your research question or only a minor section?
 Does the source explicitly address your research question or is it tangential?
 What were your assumptions about your research topic and question?
o Does the source support your assumptions?
o Is that support strong or weak?
o Does it disagree with or contradict your assumptions?
o Is that disagreement strong or weak?
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Notes & Advice for Annotated Bibliographies

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Keep the two paragraphs distinct.
The first paragraph should be nothing but facts from the source—don’t add any commentary, opinion, or
comparisons to other sources. The second paragraph should be nothing but your analysis—don’t include additional
facts from the source. If the summary paragraphs contain analysis & the analysis paragraphs contain summary,
readers will assume you do not know the difference between facts and opinions.
Don’t disguise summary as analysis.
Your strategy for writing the analysis paragraphs should not be to say, “This article will be useful for my paper
because...” and then list facts from the article. This is a way of disguising summary as analysis. It does not
demonstrate critical thinking nor show that you are making connections between sources.
Don’t write a teaser.
Each summary paragraph should provide details about the author's claims, conclusions, thesis, evidence, etc. Do
not write summaries in the style of teasers, like on the backs of novels, which get readers interested in the book
without spoiling it. Spoil the article! Tell the reader everything.
Don’t put the cart before the horse.
If your analysis paragraphs say things like “I’m going to use this article to argue how…” then you approached the
topic with preconceived notions and are cherry-picking sources to fit those preconceptions. You should not be
making assumptions about what you will and will not say in your thesis-driven paper because you are still
conducting research. You are not ready to plan your paper's argument yet.
Don’t waste space with the obvious.
In the analysis section, don't waste your time telling the reader the source is from an academic publisher or that the
author is a professor with a PhD, et cetera. You are writing an academic paper and so it is a given that your sources
will be scholarly. However, if you spot any red flags—like the author wrote outside of their discipline, the article
appeared online before peer review, et cetera—do mention these in your analysis paragraph.
Don’t waste space with titles.
Never include the title of your source in your annotation. The reader knows you are talking about the source cited
above, so it’s unnecessary, it’s a waste of valuable space, and it’s an obvious way of padding the word count, aka
cheating.
Avoid adverbs and adjectives.
Value judgements can sneak into academic writing through adjectives and adverbs. When summarizing and
analyzing sources avoid describing a source as having a “compelling” argument, that it made its argument “clearly,”
or that it was “thorough” and “comprehensive.” Descriptions like these are fluff and junk—vague, irrelevant, and
personal perceptions that don’t tell the reader meaningful information about the source. Read your draft carefully
and delate any adjectives and adverbs that are not value-neutral.
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Last Name 1
Student Name
Professor Name
Course
Date
Bibliography of Twenty Possible Sources


Initial question: Why did millions of jellyfish wash up on Florida beaches last year?



Revised research question: What causes jellyfish blooms?

Canepa, Antonio, et al. "Environmental Factors Influencing the Spatio-Temporal Distribution of
Carybdea Marsupialis (Lineo, 1978, Cubozoa) in South-Western Mediterranean
Coasts." Plos ONE, vol. 12, no. 7, 26 July 2017, pp. 1-21. EBSCOhost,
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0181611. Accessed 22 March 2018.
Condon, Robert H., et al. "Jellyfish Blooms Result in a Major Microbial Respiratory Sink of
Carbon in Marine Systems." Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the
United States of America, no. 25, 2011, p. 10225. www.jstor.org/stable/27978588.
Accessed 22 March 2018.
Condon, Robert H., et al. "Recurrent Jellyfish Blooms Are a Consequence of Global
Oscillations." Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States of
America, vol. 110, no. 3, 15 Jan. 2013, pp. 1000-1005. EBSCOhost,
doi:10.1073/pnas.1210920110. Accessed 22 March 2018.
Dawson, Michael N., et al. "Population-Level Perspectives on Global Change: Genetic and
Demographic Analyses Indicate Various Scales, Timing, and Causes of Scyphozoan
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Last Name 2
Jellyfish Blooms." Biological Invasions, no. 3, 2015, pp. 851-864. EBSCOhost,
doi:10.1007/s10530-014-0732-z. Accessed 22 March 2018.
Duarte, Carlos M., et al. "Is Global Ocean Sprawl a Cause of Jellyfish Blooms?." Frontiers in
Ecology & the Environment, vol. 11, no. 2, Mar. 2013, pp. 91-97. EBSCOhost,
doi:10.1890/110246. Accessed 22 March 2018.
Giggs, Rebecca. “Imagining the Jellyfish Apocalypse.” The Atlantic Monthly. January/February
2018. www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2018/01/listening-to-jellyfish/546542/.
Accessed 22 March 2018.
Guilford, Gwynn. “Jellyfish are Taking Over the Seas, and It Might be Too Late to Stop Them.”
Quartz. 15 Oct. 2013. qz.com/133251/jellyfish-are-taking-over-the-seas-and-it-might-betoo-late-to-stop-them/. Accessed 22 March 2018.
Henriques, Martha. “Are Swarms of Jellyfish Taking Over the Ocean?” BBC News. 9 Sept. 2016.
www.bbc.com/earth/story/20160905-are-swarms-of-jellyfish-taking-over-the-ocean.
Accessed 22 March 2018.
Liu, Dongyan, et al. "Research Paper: The Impact of Different Pollution Sources on Modern
Dinoflagellate Cysts in Sishili Bay, Yellow Sea, China." Marine Micropaleontology, vol.
84-85, 01 Mar. 2012, pp. 1-13. EBSCOhost, doi:10.1016/j.marmicro.2011.11.001.
Accessed 22 March 2018.
Mills, Claudia E. "Jellyfish Blooms; Are Populations Increasing Globally in Response to
Changing Ocean Conditions?." Hydrobiologia, vol. 451, no. 1-3, 15 May 2001, p. 55.
EBSCOhost, doi:10.1023/A:1011888006302. Accessed 22 March 2018.
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Purcell Jennifer E., et al. "Anthropogenic Causes of Jellyfish Blooms and Their Direct
Consequences for Humans : A Review." Marine Ecology Progress Series, 2007, pp. 153174. EBSCOhost, www.jstor.org/stable/24872087. Accessed 22 March 2018.
Purcell, Jennifer E. "Jellyfish and Ctenophore Blooms Coincide with Human Proliferations and
Environmental Perturbations." Annual Review of Marine Science, 2012, p. 209.
EBSCOhost, doi:10.1146/annurev-marine-120709-142751. Accessed 22 March 2018.
Sanz-Martín, Marina, et al. "Flawed Citation Practices Facilitate the Unsubstantiated Perception
of a Global Trend toward Increased Jellyfish Blooms." Global Ecology & Biogeography,
vol. 25, no. 9, Sept. 2016, pp. 1039-1049. EBSCOhost, doi:10.1111/geb.12474. Accessed
22 March 2018.
Schrope, Mark. "Marine Ecology: Attack of the Blobs." Nature, vol. 482, no. 7383, 02 Feb.
2012, pp. 20-21. EBSCOhost, doi:10.1038/482020a. Accessed 22 March 2018.
Stone, Richard. “Massive Outbreak of Jellyfish Could Spell Trouble for Fisheries.” Yale
Environment 360. 13 Jan. 2011. e360.yale.edu/feature/massive_outbreak_of_
jellyfish_could_spell_trouble_for_fisheries/2359/. Accessed 22 March 2018.
Stoner, Elizabeth W., et al. "Modification of a Seagrass Community by Benthic Jellyfish Blooms
and Nutrient Enrichment." Journal of Experimental Marine Biology & Ecology, vol. 461,
Dec. 2014, pp. 185-192. EBSCOhost, doi:10.1016/j.jembe.2014.08.005. Accessed 22
March 2018.
Suchman, Cynthia, et al. "Large Medusae in Surface Waters of the Northern California Current:
Variability in Relation to Environmental Conditions." Hydrobiologia, vol. 690, no. 1, 30
June 2012, pp. 113-125. EBSCOhost, doi:10.1007/s10750-012-1055-7. Accessed 22
March 2018.
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Sun, Ming, et al. "Testing the Influence of Previous-Year Temperature and Food Supply on
Development of Nemopilema Nomurai Blooms." Hydrobiologia, vol. 754, no. 1, 15 July
2015, pp. 85-96. EBSCOhost, doi:10.1007/s10750-014-2046-7. Accessed 22 March
2018.
West, James. “What You Need to Know About the Coming Jellyfish Apocalypse.” Mother
Jones. 30 June 2014. www.motherjones.com/environment/2014/06/watch-out-summerswimmers-here-come-jellyfish/. Accessed 22 March 2018.
Zhang, Fang, et al. "Associations of Large Jellyfish Distributions with Temperature and Salinity
in the Yellow Sea and East China Sea." Hydrobiologia, vol. 690, no. 1, 30 June 2012, pp.
81-96. EBSCOhost, doi:10.1007/s10750-012-1057-5. Accessed 22 March 2018.
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Last Name 1
Student Name
Professor Name
Course Number
Date
Research Question: What causes jellyfish blooms?

Jellyfish Blooms: An Annotated Bibliography
Condon, Robert H., et al. “Recurrent Jellyfish Blooms Are a Consequence of Global
Oscillations.” Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States of
America, vol. 110, no. 3, 15 Jan. 2013, pp. 1000-1005. EBSCOhost,
doi:10.1073/pnas.1210920110. Accessed 27 January 2016.
What follows this sentence is meaningless dummy text meant to illustrate correct
document formatting. Has highly because but accuse quietly of separated of an ill I
mouth. Gave it thought, up to day expect, checks, be theoretically she refinement about
would the many harmonics, perceive that's one uniforms, now, in with was one she
which. A back people revisit if noise various were was goodness. Point location made in
taking me. Would to pitiful employed decelerate Rome; with merit poetic see fitted to the
not head something it presence italic, themselves he nowhere his first, that folks heard
opulence interaction container well the full on. Of talking he sitting compensation
wonder, gods, being was cold him little question function.
Because nowhere it board measures regret those that started trying workmen. That
pay pain boss discipline's hotel present not after weather. Text in future a can go in. Been
the form with the employed name the all-powerful business he name dragged of
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Last Name 2
mountains, in for last always owner weather. Rationally was there, how of plainly the no
carefully even rather working is size peacefully declined, can select particular would
designer. Gave it thought, up to day expect, checks, be theoretically it she refinement
about would the many harmonics, perceive that's one uniforms, now, in with was one she
which. A back people revisit if noise various were was goodness. Point location made in
taking me. Would to pitiful employed decelerate Rome; with merit poetic see fitted to the
not head something it presence italic, themselves he nowhere his first, that folks heard
opulence interaction container.
Dawson, Michael N., et al. “Population-Level Perspectives on Global Change: Genetic and
Demographic Analyses Indicate Various Scales, Timing, and Causes of Scyphozoan
Jellyfish Blooms.” Biological Invasions, no. 3, 2015, pp. 851-864. EBSCOhost,
doi:10.1007/s10530-014-0732-z. Accessed 27 January 2016.
What follows this sentence is meaningless dummy text meant to illustrate correct
document formatting. Has highly because but accuse quietly of separated of an ill I
mouth. Gave it thought, up to day expect, checks, be theoretically she refinement about
would the many harmonics, perceive that's one uniforms, now, in with was one she
which. A back people revisit if noise various were was goodness. Point location made in
taking me. Would to pitiful employed decelerate Rome; with merit poetic see fitted to the
not head something it presence italic, themselves he nowhere his first, that folks heard
opulence interaction container well the full on. Of talking he sitting compensation
wonder, gods, being was cold him little question function.
Because nowhere it board measures regret those that started trying workmen. That
pay pain boss discipline's hotel present not after weather. Text in future a can go in. Been
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the form with the employed name the all-powerful business he name dragged of
mountains, in for last always owner weather. Rationally was there, how of plainly the no
carefully even rather working is size peacefully declined, can select particular would
designer. Gave it thought, up to day expect, checks, be theoretically it she refinement
about would the many harmonics, perceive that's one uniforms, now, in with was one she
which. A back people revisit if noise various were was goodness. Point location made in
taking me. Would to pitiful employed decelerate Rome; with merit poetic see fitted to the
not head something it presence italic, themselves he nowhere his first, that folks heard
opulence interaction container.
Duarte, Carlos M., et al. “Is Global Ocean Sprawl a Cause of Jellyfish Blooms?” Frontiers in
Ecology & the Environment, vol. 11, no. 2, Mar. 2013, pp. 91-97. EBSCOhost,
doi:10.1890/110246. Accessed 27 January 2016.
What follows this sentence is meaningless dummy text meant to illustrate correct
document formatting. Has highly because but accuse quietly of separated of an ill I
mouth. Gave it thought, up to day expect, checks, be theoretically she refinement about
would the many harmonics, perceive that's one uniforms, now, in with was one she
which. A back people revisit if noise various were was goodness. Point location made in
taking me. Would to pitiful employed decelerate Rome; with merit poetic see fitted to the
not head something it presence italic, themselves he nowhere his first, that folks heard
opulence interaction container well the full on. Of talking he sitting compensation
wonder, gods, being was cold him little question function.
Because nowhere it board measures regret those that started trying workmen. That
pay pain boss discipline's hotel present not after weather. Text in future a can go in. Been
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the form with the employed name the all-powerful business he name dragged of
mountains, in for last always owner weather. Rationally was there, how of plainly the no
carefully even rather working is size peacefully declined, can select particular would
designer. Gave it thought, up to day expect, checks, be theoretically it she refinement
about would the many harmonics, perceive that's one uniforms, now, in with was one she
which. A back people revisit if noise various were was goodness. Point location made in
taking me. Would to pitiful employed decelerate Rome; with merit poetic see fitted to the
not head something it presence italic, themselves he nowhere his first, that folks heard
opulence interaction container.
Liu, Dongyan, et al. "Research Paper: The Impact of Different Pollution Sources on Modern
Dinoflagellate Cysts in Sishili Bay, Yellow Sea, China." Marine Micropaleontology, vol.
84-85, 01 Mar. 2012, pp. 1-13. EBSCOhost, doi:10.1016/j.marmicro.2011.11.001.
Accessed 22 March 2018.
What follows this sentence is meaningless dummy text meant to illustrate correct
document formatting. Has highly because but accuse quietly of separated of an ill I
mouth. Gave it thought, up to day expect, checks, be theoretically she refinement about
would the many harmonics, perceive that's one uniforms, now, in with was one she
which. A back people revisit if noise various were was goodness. Point location made in
taking me. Would to pitiful employed decelerate Rome; with merit poetic see fitted to the
not head something it presence italic, themselves he nowhere his first, that folks heard
opulence interaction container well the full on. Of talking he sitting compensation
wonder, gods, being was cold him little question function.
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Because nowhere it board measures regret those that started trying workmen. That
pay pain boss discipline's hotel present not after weather. Text in future a can go in. Been
the form with the employed name the all-powerful business he name dragged of
mountains, in for last always owner weather. Rationally was there, how of plainly the no
carefully even rather working is size peacefully declined, can select particular would
designer. Gave it thought, up to day expect, checks, be theoretically it she refinement
about would the many harmonics, perceive that's one uniforms, now, in with was one she
which. A back people revisit if noise various were was goodness. Point location made in
taking me. Would to pitiful employed decelerate Rome; with merit poetic see fitted to the
not head something it presence italic, themselves he nowhere his first, that folks heard
opulence interaction container.
Mills, Claudia E. “Jellyfish Blooms; Are Populations Increasing Globally in Response to
Changing Ocean Conditions?” Hydrobiologia, vol. 451, no. 1-3, 15 May 2001, p. 55.
EBSCOhost, doi:10.1023/A:1011888006302. Accessed 27 January 2016.
What follows this sentence is meaningless dummy text meant to illustrate correct
document formatting. Has highly because but accuse quietly of separated of an ill I
mouth. Gave it thought, up to day expect, checks, be theoretically she refinement about
would the many harmonics, perceive that's one uniforms, now, in with was one she
which. A back people revisit if noise various were was goodness. Point location made in
taking me. Would to pitiful employed decelerate Rome; with merit poetic see fitted to the
not head something it presence italic, themselves he nowhere his first, that folks heard
opulence interaction container well the full on. Of talking he sitting compensation
wonder, gods, being was cold him little question function.
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Because nowhere it board measures regret those that started trying workmen. That
pay pain boss discipline's hotel present not after weather. Text in future a can go in. Been
the form with the employed name the all-powerful business he name dragged of
mountains, in for last always owner weather. Rationally was there, how of plainly the no
carefully even rather working is size peacefully declined, can select particular would
designer. Gave it thought, up to day expect, checks, be theoretically it she refinement
about would the many harmonics, perceive that's one uniforms, now, in with was one she
which. A back people revisit if noise various were was goodness. Point location made in
taking me. Would to pitiful employed decelerate Rome; with merit poetic see fitted to the
not head something it presence italic, themselves he nowhere his first, that folks heard
opulence interaction container.
Purcell Jennifer E., et al. “Anthropogenic Causes of Jellyfish Blooms and Their Direct
Consequences for Humans: A Review.” Marine Ecology Progress Series, 2007, pp. 153174. EBSCOhost, www.jstor.org/stable/24872087. Accessed 27 January 2016.
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wonder, gods, being was cold him little question function.
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Because nowhere it board measures regret those that started trying workmen. That
pay pain boss discipline's hotel present not after weather. Text in future a can go in. Been
the form with the employed name the all-powerful business he name dragged of
mountains, in for last always owner weather. Rationally was there, how of plainly the no
carefully even rather working is size peacefully declined, can select particular would
designer. Gave it thought, up to day expect, checks, be theoretically it she refinement
about would the many harmonics, perceive that's one uniforms, now, in with was one she
which. A back people revisit if noise various were was goodness. Point location made in
taking me. Would to pitiful employed decelerate Rome; with merit poetic see fitted to the
not head something it presence italic, themselves he nowhere his first, that folks heard
opulence interaction container.
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opulence interaction container well the full on. Of talking he sitting compensation
wonder, gods, being was cold him little question function.
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mountains, in for last always owner weather. Rationally was there, how of plainly the no
carefully even rather working is size peacefully declined, can select particular would
designer. Gave it thought, up to day expect, checks, be theoretically it she refinement
about would the many harmonics, perceive that's one uniforms, now, in with was one she
which. A back people revisit if noise various were was goodness. Point location made in
taking me. Would to pitiful employed decelerate Rome; with merit poetic see fitted to the
not head something it presence italic, themselves he nowhere his first, that folks heard
opulence interaction container.
Schrope, Mark. “Marine Ecology: Attack of the Blobs.” Nature, vol. 482, no. 7383, 02 Feb.
2012, pp. 20-21. EBSCOhost, doi:10.1038/482020a. Accessed 27 January 2016.
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opulence interaction container well the full on. Of talking he sitting compensation
wonder, gods, being was cold him little question function.
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pay pain boss discipline's hotel present not after weather. Text in future a can go in. Been
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mountains, in for last always owner weather. Rationally was there, how of plainly the no
carefully even rather working is size peacefully declined, can select particular would
designer. Gave it thought, up to day expect, checks, be theoretically it she refinement
about would the many harmonics, perceive that's one uniforms, now, in with was one she
which. A back people revisit if noise various were was goodness. Point location made in
taking me. Would to pitiful employed decelerate Rome; with merit poetic see fitted to the
not head something it presence italic, themselves he nowhere his first, that folks heard
opulence interaction container.
Suchman, Cynthia, et al. "Large Medusae in Surface Waters of the Northern California Current:
Variability in Relation to Environmental Conditions." Hydrobiologia, vol. 690, no. 1, 30
June 2012, pp. 113-125. EBSCOhost, doi:10.1007/s10750-012-1055-7. Accessed 22
March 2018.
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mouth. Gave it thought, up to day expect, checks, be theoretically she refinement about
would the many harmonics, perceive that's one uniforms, now, in with was one she
which. A back people revisit if noise various were was goodness. Point location made in
taking me. Would to pitiful employed decelerate Rome; with merit poetic see fitted to the
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Last Name 10
not head something it presence italic, themselves he nowhere his first, that folks heard
opulence interaction container well the full on. Of talking he sitting compensation
wonder, gods, being was cold him little question function.
Because nowhere it board measures regret those that started trying workmen. That
pay pain boss discipline's hotel present not after weather. Text in future a can go in. Been
the form with the employed name the all-powerful business he name dragged of
mountains, in for last always owner weather. Rationally was there, how of plainly the no
carefully even rather working is size peacefully declined, can select particular would
designer. Gave it thought, up to day expect, checks, be theoretically it she refinement
about would the many harmonics, perceive that's one uniforms, now, in with was one she
which. A back people revisit if noise various were was goodness. Point location made in
taking me. Would to pitiful employed decelerate Rome; with merit poetic see fitted to the
not head something it presence italic, themselves he nowhere his first, that folks heard
opulence interaction container.
Sun, Ming, et al. "Testing the Influence of Previous-Year Temperature and Food Supply on
Development of Nemopilema Nomurai Blooms." Hydrobiologia, vol. 754, no. 1, 15 July
2015, pp. 85-96. EBSCOhost, doi:10.1007/s10750-014-2046-7. Accessed 22 March
2018.
What follows this sentence is meaningless dummy text meant to illustrate correct
document formatting. Has highly because but accuse quietly of separated of an ill I
mouth. Gave it thought, up to day expect, checks, be theoretically she refinement about
would the many harmonics, perceive that's one uniforms, now, in with was one she
which. A back people revisit if noise various were was goodness. Point location made in
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Last Name 11
taking me. Would to pitiful employed decelerate Rome; with merit poetic see fitted to the
not head something it presence italic, themselves he nowhere his first, that folks heard
opulence interaction container well the full on. Of talking he sitting compensation
wonder, gods, being was cold him little question function.
Because nowhere it board measures regret those that started trying workmen. That
pay pain boss discipline's hotel present not after weather. Text in future a can go in. Been
the form with the employed name the all-powerful business he name dragged of
mountains, in for last always owner weather. Rationally was there, how of plainly the no
carefully even rather working is size peacefully declined, can select particular would
designer. Gave it thought, up to day expect, checks, be theoretically it she refinement
about would the many harmonics, perceive that's one uniforms, now, in with was one she
which. A back people revisit if noise various were was goodness. Point location made in
taking me. Would to pitiful employed decelerate Rome; with merit poetic see fitted to the
not head something it presence italic, themselves he nowhere his first, that folks heard
opulence interaction container.
Zhang, Fang, et al. "Associations of Large Jellyfish Distributions with Temperature and Salinity
in the Yellow Sea and East China Sea." Hydrobiologia, vol. 690, no. 1, 30 June 2012, pp.
81-96. EBSCOhost, doi:10.1007/s10750-012-1057-5. Accessed 22 March 2018.
What follows this sentence is meaningless dummy text meant to illustrate correct
document formatting. Has highly because but accuse quietly of separated of an ill I
mouth. Gave it thought, up to day expect, checks, be theoretically she refinement about
would the many harmonics, perceive that's one uniforms, now, in with was one she
which. A back people revisit if noise various were was goodness. Point location made in
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Last Name 12
taking me. Would to pitiful employed decelerate Rome; with merit poetic see fitted to the
not head something it presence italic, themselves he nowhere his first, that folks heard
opulence interaction container well the full on. Of talking he sitting compensation
wonder, gods, being was cold him little question function.
Because nowhere it board measures regret those that started trying workmen. That
pay pain boss discipline's hotel present not after weather. Text in future a can go in. Been
the form with the employed name the all-powerful business he name dragged of
mountains, in for last always owner weather. Rationally was there, how of plainly the no
carefully even rather working is size peacefully declined, can select particular would
designer. Gave it thought, up to day expect, checks, be theoretically it she refinement
about would the many harmonics, perceive that's one uniforms, now, in with was one she
which. A back people revisit if noise various were was goodness. Point location made in
taking me. Would to pitiful employed decelerate Rome; with merit poetic see fitted to the
not head something it presence italic, themselves he nowhere his first, that folks heard
opulence interaction container.
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Self-Editing Word Search — Junk Words & Phrases

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Delete Cliché Business Phrases

Misspellings Spell Check Won’t Catch
Common Typos

Did You Mean?

a leading provider of…

allowed

aloud

all options are on the table

alright

all right

at the end of the day

altogether

all together

ballpark figure

anyway

any way

best practices

badly

bad

breaks / broke the internet

bowel

bowl

bring our A game

brakes

breaks

brings a lot of value to the table

butt

but

change agent

compliment

complement

client-centered

desert

dessert

core competency

effect

affect

deep dive

every

ever

drill down into

everyday

every day

drinking the Kool-Aid

except

accept

drop the ball

exit

exist

eco-anything

find

fined

giving 110%

form

from

going forward / moving forward

fro

for

hit the ground running

it’s

its

in the pipeline

kickoff

kick off

it is what it is

less

fewer

in today’s world

mark

make

low-hanging fruit

meet

meat

manage expectations

off

of

paradigm shift

one

on

push the envelope

our

or

seamless integration

peace

piece

take it to the next level

pore

pour

the 700-pound gorilla

prostrate

prostate

the bottom line

pubic

public

think outside the box

right

write

touch base

setup

set up

value-added

spinoff

spin off

wins / won the internet

tenants

tenets

win-win

there

they’re

put a pin in it

uniformed

uninformed

run it up the flagpole

weather

whether

get your ducks in a row

who’s

whose

burning the candle at both ends

your

you’re

24/7

Needlessly Complex

Simpler Is Better

Needlessly Complex

Simpler Is Better

a number of

some

component

part

accompany

go with

comprise

form, include, make up

accomplish

carry out, do

accorded

given

concept (as a verb)

plan, devise, conceive, create,
imagine

accordingly

so

concerning

about, on

accrue

add, gain

consequently

so

accurate

correct, exact, right

consolidate

combine, join, merge

actionable

practical, usable, useful,
workable

constitutes

is, forms, makes up

contains

has

additional

added, more, other

convene

meet

address

discuss

copious

many

addressees

you

currently

now

addressees are requested

please

decontent

remove

adjacent to

next to

deem

believe, consider, think

advantageous

helpful

delete

cut, drop

adversely impact on

hurt, set back

demonstrate

prove, show

advise

recommend, tell

depart

leave

afford an opportunity

allow, let

designate

appoint, choose, name

aircraft

plane

desire

want, wish

allocate

divide

determine

decide, figure, find

anticipate

expect

disclose

show

apparent

clear, plain

discontinue

drop, stop

appreciable

many

disseminate

give, issue, pass, send

appropriate

proper, right

domicile

house, apartment

approximate

about

due to the fact that

due to, since

architect (as a verb)

design, make

during the period

during

arrive onboard

arrive

effect modifications

make changes

as a means of

to

elect

choose, pick

as prescribed by

in, under

eliminate

cut, drop, end

ascertain

find out, learn

employ

use

assist, assistance

aid, help

encounter

meet

at the present time

at present, now

endeavor

try

attain

meet

ensure

make sure

attempt

try

enumerate

count

be advised

(omit)

equipments

equipment

benefit

help

equitable

fair

by means of

by, with

establish

set up, prove, show

capability

ability

evidenced

showed

caveat

warning

evident

clear

close proximity

near

exhibit

show

combat environment

combat

expedite

hasten, speed up

combined

joint

expeditious

fast, quick

commence

begin, start

expend

spend

comply with

follow

expertise

ability

Needlessly Complex

Simpler Is Better

Needlessly Complex

Simpler Is Better

expiration

end

inception

start

facilitate

ease, help

incumbent upon

must

failed to

didn’t

indicate

show, write down

feasible

can be done, workable

indication

sign

female / females

woman / women

initial

first

finalize

complete, finish

initiate

start

for a period of

for

inter alia

among other things

forfeit

give up, lose

interface

meet, work with

forward

send

interpose no objection

don’t object

frequently

often

is applicable to

applies to

function

act, role, work

is authorized to

may

furnish

give, send

is in consonance with

agrees with, follows

has a requirement for

needs

is responsible for

handles

herein

here

it appears

seems

heretofore

until now

it is essential

must, need to

herewith

below, here

it is requested

please, we request, I request

ideate

imagine, invent, conceive

liaison

discussion

identical

same

limited number

limits

identify

find, name, show

magnitude

size

immediately

at once

maintain

keep, support

impact

affect

male / males

man / men

impacted

affected, changed

maximum

greatest, largest, most

impactful

effective, meaningful

methodology

method

impacting

affecting

mindset

philosophy, attitude

implement

carry out, start

minimize

decrease, method

in a timely manner

on time, promptly

minimum

least, smallest

in accordance with

by, following, per, under

modify

change

in addition

also, besides, too

monitor

check, watch

in an effort to

to

multitask

balance, juggle

in lieu of

instead

necessitate

cause, need

in order that

for, so

not later than 10 May

by 10 May, before 11 May

in order to

to

not later than 1600

by 1600

in regard to

about, concerning, on

notify

let know, tell

in relation to

about, with, to

notwithstanding

inspite of, still

in the amount of

for

numerous

many

in the event of

if

objective

aim, goal

in the near future

shortly, soon

obligate

bind, compel

in the process of

(omit)

observe

see

in view of

since

observed

saw

in view of the above

so

on a regular basis

(omit)

inasmuch as

since

onboard (as a verb)

familiarize, integrate

incent

encourage, motivate, excite

operate

run, use, work

incentivize

encourage, motivate, excite

optimum

best, greatest, most

Needlessly Complex

Simpler Is Better

Needlessly Complex

Simpler Is Better

option

choice, way

scalable

expandable, adaptable

paradigm (when used outside
the sciences)

model, pattern, standard

seasoned

experienced, skillful,
accomplished, professional

parameters

limits

selection

choice

participate

take part

set forth in

in

perform

do

similar to

like

permit

let

solicit

ask for, request

pertaining to

about, of, on

portion

part

solutions (as a substitute for
products or services)

products, services

possess

have, own

state-of-the-art

latest

practicable

practical

subject

the, this, your

preclude

prevent

submit

give, send

previous

earlier

subsequent

later, next

previously

before

subsequently

after, later, then

prior to

before

substantial

large, much

prioritize

rank

successfully complete

complete, pass

proceed

do, go ahead, try

sufficient

enough

procure

obtain, acquire

synergize

proficiency

skill

collaborate. cooperate,
combine

promulgate

issue, publish

synergy

collaboration, cooperation,
teamwork

provide

give, offer, say

take action to

(omit)

provided that

if

terminate

end, stop

provides guidance for

guides

the month of

(omit)

purchase

buy

the undersigned

I

pursuant to

by, following, per, under

therefore

so

reflect

say, show

therein

there

regarding

about, of, on

thereof

its, their

relative to

about, on

this activity, command

us, we

relocate

move

time period

(either one)

remain

stay

timely

prompt

remain

stay

transmit

send

remainder

rest

under the provisions of

under

remuneration

pay, payment

until such time as

until

render

give, make

utilize, utilization

use

represents

is

validate

confirm

request

ask

viable

practical, realistic

require

must, need

vice

instead of, versus

requirement

need

warrant

call for, permit

reside

live

whereas

because, since

retain

keep

with reference to

about

robust

healthy, strong, prosperous,
tough, vigorous

with the exception of

except for

said, some, such

the, this, that

witnessed

saw

your office

you

Assignment: Bibliographic Essay

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Description
To deepen your understanding of the evidence and prevent cherry-picking of sources later, you will map how
debate surrounding your topic has changed over the past decade or so. You will compose a 900-1200 word
expository essay describing a decade of scholarly conversation as it unfolded in journal articles and books. How has
the conversation changed or not changed over the last ten years? Your audience for this essay is academic but
unfamiliar with the topic.
Your bibliographic essay will:
1. be expository, not persuasive
2. be 900-1200 words long
3. contain an introductory paragraph that hooks the reader, briefly introduces the topic (such as the question
or problem have scholars been trying to solve and their disagreements), and ends with an expository thesis
about how the conversation changed over time
4. reference at least six sources from your annotated bibliography
5. quote, summarize, and paraphrase your sources to provide evidence for your thesis
6. demonstrate connections between sources to support your thesis
7. employ segues and transitions that move the reader through the paper
8. use the third-person point of view (do not reference yourself or use “I”)
9. follow MLA formatting and citing guidelines
10. contain a Works Cited page
The key to understanding this assignment is that you are writing about the conversation your authors were and are
having, not the subject of your research question. Who argued what, when, and in response to who or what?
For example, if your research question is about the environmental impact of electric cars, you will ignore that
environmental impact question in this essay. Instead, notice how articles from 2000-2010 discussed technical
aspects of car battery technology and after 2010 articles explored how electric cars were changing the auto market.
This happened because there were no electric cars on the market in 2000 and battery technology was still under
development, but in 2008 Tesla sold its first all-electric car and changed the auto market. Thus, changes in
technology and the marketplace shifted the academic conversation about electric cars.
Try to discern similar shifts in the academic debate around your topic.
Getting Started
To get started, use the Bibliographic Essay Worksheet list your articles in chronological order along with their
main points, claims, ideas, focus, et cetera. After completing the bibliographic essay worksheet, brainstorm
answers to these questions:

Does one source specifically address an issue discussed in another source?

Where do the sources agree? Disagree?

Does one source investigate questions asked by another source?

Has the way scholars talk about this subject changed over time? If so, how and why?

Do the sources talk about the same subject in different ways?

Do they address the same issue from different perspectives?

Do they use different methods to reach the same conclusion?

Do they use the same methods but reach different conclusions?
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Notes & Advice about Bibliographic Essays

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Yes, there is always change.
Researchers do not have the same conversation over and over again for years and years. If you have not found a
change in the conversation then you either need to find more relevant sources or conference with your instructor
because you may not understand your sources.
Perhaps you have discovered a consensus exists about something. If so, great. That consensus is the foundation for
the conversation that is taking place now. Your essay should explain that consensus and how it forms the context of
the current conversation.
Introduce the reason for the scholarly debate.
Generally, introductions should provide enough information to establish the context of the essay. For a
bibliographic essay, the introduction should explain why researchers are investigating this topic and having this
conversation.
Keep your thesis statement short.
Expository thesis statements are typically simple and thus short. You are not making an argument, so there is no
reason to write a lengthy or multipart thesis.
Your thesis statement should contain a specific chronology.
Phrases like “in earlier years” could mean anything and “the beginning of the century” is too vague. Identify a
specific time frame and make it clear to the reader with specific dates.
Example: “In the first decade of the twenty-first century scientists studying ______ were focused on the question of ________ but
after 2012 the debate shifted to the meaning and significance of _________.”
The authors of your sources should be front and center.
Notice how the sample paper puts the authors of its sources front and center, focusing on what each contributed to
the conversation and how that contribution changed the conversation. The sample paper does not teach readers
anything about jellyfish blooms, jellyfish reproduction, how pollution helps jellyfish, et cetera.
Don’t privilege one author over another.
A bibliographic essay does not take a position on the research under consideration. It does not endorse one
researcher’s claim over another. No one is right and no one is wrong in this essay. In other words, do not privilege
one author's point-of-view over another. For all the reader knows, every one of your sources is wrong and space
aliens are behind everything. What is important is that you explain that in the year ____ researchers were talking
about _____ and in the year ____ another researcher argued that ______, and so on.
Refer to specific dates and timelines.
Dates and timelines are central to this assignment, so be as specific as possible. Avoid vague phrases like “over the
years” or “in earlier years” et cetera. You need to constantly refer to the authors themselves and the publication
dates of their articles. Use signal phrases and transitions to guide the reader through time.
Example: “However, eight years later in 2018 one author was not discussing whether charging stations were needed, but how they
should be managed.”
Don’t mention your research question.
Your bibliographic essay should only provide an explanation of the academic discourse surrounding your topic. Do
not put your research question or some variation of it anywhere in the essay (like the title, the intro, et cetera).
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Focus on arguments, not experimental methods.
Don’t discuss experimental design or methodologies unless researchers were explicitly debating the proper way to
design studies and/or criticizing the methods of other researchers. In other words, don’t bring up methods unless
the academic argument is about methods.
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Reference: Expository vs. Argumentative Essays

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Expository/Informational Essays

Argumentative/Persuasive Essays

Expository essays explain something with facts, as
opposed to opinion.

Argumentative essays use facts in order support an
opinion.

This can be accomplished through comparison and
contrast, definition, example, the analysis of cause and
effect, et cetera.

This is accomplished through a “they say/I say” pattern
wherein the author presents competing claims and
evidence and then refutes them.

Types of expository essays include:
 Essays that described how to do something.
 Essays that analyze events, ideas, objects, or written
works.
 Essays that describe a process.
 Essays that explain/describe an historical event.
Assignment examples:
 Explain the events leading up to the Revolutionary
War.
 Explain how to balance a checkbook.
 Describe the composition and function of a
chicken's egg.

Professors rarely assign students specific topics for
argumentative essays. It is up to the student to
determine what they will write about.

Expository essays are commonly assigned as a tool for
classroom evaluation, in-class writing exercises, in-class
tests, and exams like the GED and GRE.

Argumentative essays are commonly assigned as a
capstone or final project in many college courses.

Expository essays are shorter in length.

Argumentative essays are longer in length.

Expository essays written in class may not involve
research of literature & previously published material.
Essays written outside of class will likely involve research
of literature & previously published material.

Conducting detailed research allows the student to ensure
they have the most up-to-date, relevant, and accurate
information available.

Argumentative essays require research of literature or
previously published material.
They may also require original research where the
student collects data through interviews, surveys,
observations, or experiments.
Conducting detailed research allows the student to
ensure they have the most up-to-date, relevant, and
accurate information available.
It also allows the student to learn about the topic and to
understand different points of view regarding the topic
so that they may choose a position and support it with
the evidence collected during research.
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These differing essays have similar features and structures but are not identical.
A compelling hook.

A compelling hook.

Even though an expository essay is strictly informational
it still works to grab the attention of readers and
convince them to keep reading with a compelling hook.

An argumentative essay works to grab the attention of
readers and convince them to keep reading with a
compelling hook.

A familiarizing introduction.

A familiarizing introduction.

Expository essays have just enough introductory material
to provide context and background information
necessary to understand the thesis.

Argumentative essays have just enough introductory
material to explain why the thesis is important and why
readers should care.
A scientific paper’s introduction will give an overview of
key concepts and the scientific mystery under
investigation.
A public policy paper will give an overview of the
origins, consequences, and communities affected by a
public problem.

A simple thesis statement at the beginning of the essay.

A complex thesis statement at the beginning of the essay.

The thesis is informational—a statement of fact, not
opinion.

The thesis is persuasive—a statement that uses facts
(and sometimes values) to support a conclusion or point
of view.

The use of transitions between the introduction, body, and
conclusion.

The use of transitions between the introduction, body, and
conclusion.

Transitions hold essays together. Without them, the
reader is unable to follow the essay’s argument.
Transitions should wrap up the idea from the previous
section and introduce the idea that is to follow in the
next section.

Transitions hold essays together. Without them, the
reader is unable to follow the essay’s argument.
Transitions should wrap up the idea from the previous
section and introduce the idea that is to follow in the
next section.

Body paragraphs that include evidential support.

Body paragraphs that include evidential support.

Each paragraph should be limited to the exposition of
one general idea. This will allow for clarity and direction
throughout the essay. Such conciseness creates an ease
of readability for one’s audience.

Each paragraph should be limited to the discussion of
one general idea. This will allow for clarity and direction
throughout the essay. Such conciseness creates an ease
of readability for one’s audience.

Each paragraph in the body of the essay must have some
logical connection to the thesis statement.

Each paragraph in the body of the essay must have some
logical connection to the thesis statement, including the
presentation of contradictory evidence and claims.

Evidential support.

Evidential support.

Evidential support is not always present. When
students are required to write expository essays with little
or no preparation (such as during an in-class exam) their
essays may not contain much statistical or factual
evidence.

Evidential support is always necessary. Argumentative
essays require well-researched, accurate, detailed, and
current information to support their thesis statements
and correctly present other points of view.
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Competing viewpoints.

Competing viewpoints.

Expository essays do not privilege one point of view
over another.

Argumentative essays do privilege one point of view
over another.

An expository essay may present conflicting and
different evidence, interpretations, conclusions, points of
view, et cetera when the author’s goal is to provide the
reader with an understanding of the debate and
disagreement surrounding a topic.

To have an argument, an author must present competing
points of view and engage with them. Without
competing viewpoints there is no argument.

A conclusion that restates the thesis in light of the evidence
provided.

A conclusion that restates the thesis in light of the evidence
provided.

The end of an expository essay reframes the thesis
statement to take into account the evidence presented in
the essay.

The end of an argumentative essay reframes the thesis
statement to take into account the evidence presented in
the essay.

Final thoughts.

Final thoughts.

An informational essay does not always end with a
consideration of the big picture, because it does not
have an argument with significance or implications that
existing in a larger context.

An argumentative essay typically ends with a
consideration the big picture, the larger context in
which its argument exists, its significance, and its
implications.

An expository essay may end with a look at the big
picture if it covered a narrow topic that is part of a larger
topic.

Scientific papers might discuss remaining unanswered
questions, new questions raised by evidence, and avenues
of future research.
Public policy papers might warn readers of the
consequences of inaction or paint a picture of lives
transformed by positive action.

this handout was based in part from the Purdue OWL website :
- argumentative essays: http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/685/05/
- expository essays: http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/685/02/
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Last Name 1
Student Name
Professor Name
Course
Date
The Academic Debate about Rising Jellyfish Numbers
In the fall of 2009, a Japanese fishing trawler capsized and sank as its crew struggled to
haul in a net filled with Nomura’s jellyfish, a giant that can grow over six feet in diameter and
weigh up to 440 pounds (Schrope 21). The load was so heavy it pulled the ten-ton vessel over
and sank it, throwing the crew into the sea. That year enormous jellies choked the waters
between China and Japan, as they had every year since 2000. However, before the year 2000,
only three such “blooms” of Nomura’s jellyfish had been recorded in the past century (Purcell
155). Similar anecdotes about increases in jellyfish numbers had been reported across the globe,
triggering a rash of studies and speculation about how climate change, overfishing, pollution, and
other global changes may be affecting the ocean’s ecosystems (Schrope 20). After the first
Jellyfish Blooms Symposium in 1999, academic debate about jellyfish blooms has moved
through five phases. The first raised questions about whether jellyfish populations were rising
globally; next, global populations were assumed to be rising due to human alterations of ocean
ecosystems; six years later researchers began to doubt whether blooms were in fact a global
phenomenon; twelve years later it was possible researchers had ignored important pieces of the
puzzle; and finally by 2014 there was criticism of the very premises of the discourse itself.
After the first Jellyfish Bloom Symposium was held in 1999 scientific literature filled
with speculation about a possible global rise in jellyfish populations. Much of that initial
speculation is attributed to a presentation and subsequent 2001 publication by Claudia Mills, an
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Last Name 2
affiliate professor at Washington University, which asked questions about whether reported
blooms around the world represented a global trend. Rather than reach definitive answers, Mills
mostly raised questions, but those questions inspired a decade of studies that cited her paper.
Prior to Mills’ article, marine scientists tended to avoid studying jellyfish because capturing and
counting them is difficult (Purcell 2009), and so her article radically altered the direction of
marine science discourse.
For about ten years after Mills’ article, other researchers cited her work as evidence that
global jellyfish populations were increasing, and based on that premise conducted studies aiming
to identify the causes of that rise. So many such studies were produced in such a short amount of
time that in 2007 Purcell et al published a systematic review of the available literature, and
reached two conclusions: first, that the available evidence at the time showed global jellyfish
numbers fluctuated with climatic cycles, but also that in coastal waters human activity
contributed to jellyfish blooms (153). In other words, the authors claimed individual blooms
were localized, species-specific events caused by human activity, but there was no indication of a
sustained global population surge. The discourse had been dominated by the assumption of a
uniform and global surge, but Purcell et al insisted this was not supported by evidence.
In 2012, Carlos Duarte, the Associate Director of the Red Sea Research Center in Saudi
Arabia, along with other colleagues published a study arguing that “ocean sprawl” was the cause
of blooms in coastal waters. Unlike previous studies, the authors made no assumption of a
sustained global increase and seemed to agree with Purcell et al (91). The article looked at
individual coastal bloom events and argued that the proliferation of pilings, bricks, rope, tin cans,
glass, and other debris along the coasts provided substrates on which jellyfish polyps could
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Last Name 3
develop (93-96). This argument was a rejection of planet-wide ecosystem changes, like global
warming, as a driver for blooms, which had dominated discourse the decade before.
The same year, Robert Condon and his colleagues claimed the marine science community
had ignored an alternative hypothesis that might explain global jellyfish population trends.
Rather than human-driven alterations like pollution, ocean acidification, rising ocean
temperatures, and overfishing, the authors proposed global jellyfish populations fluctuate
cyclically across twenty-year periods determined by the sun and moon. These authors did not
dismiss the human causes of local coastal blooms, but argued that from a wide-angle perspective,
worldwide fluctuations were part of a natural cycle (1003-4). This article added a new dimension
to the discourse surrounding jellyfish blooms.
In 2014, Michael Dawson and other marine scientists published an article criticizing the
approach marine scientists had taken to answer the question of whether there was a global bloom
trend. They argued that over the past thirteen years researchers had used “large-scale analyses of
multi-species assemblages” (851) but that this was backwards. Instead, they claimed, “broadscale macro-ecological analyses will need to build from coordinated, long-term, fine-grained
studies to synthesize, rather than mask, population-level phenomena in larger-scale analyses”
(851). In other words, since 2001 the perspective of scientists had been zoomed so far out they
could not see meaningful differences between blooms. They needed to build their understanding
of blooms from the bottom up, not the top down. Dawson et al had criticized the very premise
underlying the discourse taking place at that time.
Jellyfish may have been an under-studied subject in the past, but since 2001 there has
been a vigorous debate among scientists as to the causes and nature of sudden jellyfish
population explosions. The conversation began when Claudia Mills argued that strange bloom
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Last Name 4
events raised important questions, and following her study many researchers debated how human
changes to the oceans were causing a worldwide population boom. The discourse shifted
dramatically when Purcell’s systematic review found insufficient evidence for a persistent global
trend. Subsequent studies, influenced by Purcell, assumed blooms were localized, near-shore
events, but Condon had found evidence for a multi-decade population cycle linked to the sun and
moon. Fourteen years after the conversation started, Dawson et al rejected the very premise
behind the way scientists had been having the debate, and essentially said they needed to start the
debate over from the ground up.
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Worksheet: Bibliographic Essay – Mapping a Debate Over Time

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

To determine how and why the academic debate around your topic has changed, arrange your sources in chronological order from earliest
publication date to the most recent. Next, summarize as succinctly as possible each author’s central claims, and whether they specifically
refer to other studies in their study.
publication
dates in
chronological
order

author / title

What are the author’s main points, claims, ideas, and/or focus?
Does the author refer to the work of other researchers? Other studies?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12
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Reference: Introductions & Conclusions for Undergraduate Papers

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

A Three-Part Formula
The introductions and conclusions of undergraduate term papers are mirror images of one another. They both contain the same three
parts—hook, summary, and thesis—but in reverse order of each other.
One Paragraph Is Usually Enough
The length of a paper’s introduction and conclusion should reflect the length of the paper. For typical undergraduate term papers between
10-15 pages, introductions and conclusions should be single paragraphs occupying half to three-quarters of a page. Senior-level courses
sometimes assign papers between 20-25 pages and Honors theses are typically between 30-40 pages. These longer, more complex essays
should have multi-paragraph introductions and conclusions.
These Guidelines Apply Only to Term Papers
The advice in this handout only pertains to undergraduate term papers—essays which are Aristotelian, argumentative, research-based, and
thesis-driven. The advice is relevant whether the intended audience is academic or the general public.
This advice does not pertain to 1) annotated bibliographies, which usually do not have introductions and conclusions, 2) expository essays,
which do not have closing hooks because they have no argument to place in a larger context, 3) Rogerian essays, which do not introduce
their theses until the very end, and 4) calls to action, which might have its thesis (an ask of the reader) in the first sentence.

Introductions

1

Open with a Hook
With the first sentence you want to grab your readers, pull
them into the essay, and convince them to keep reading
because it will be compelling—they will learn something
new, relevant, and interesting.
See the “Hooks and Opening Lines” handout for specific
advice and examples.
Summarize the Topic
After hooking the reader, briefly explain what the essay will
be about. Provide just enough context and background
information necessary to understand your thesis and its
relevance. The summary should build to your thesis.

2

In a scientific paper, what is the mystery under
investigation? Give an overview of key concepts, relevant
research and evidence, and the scientific question.

Conclusions
Restate Your Thesis
The very first sentence of the final paragraph should be a restatement of your thesis.
Don’t simply copy-and-paste the text from your first
paragraph, however. Reframe the thesis in light of the
evidence presented in the body of the essay.
Summarize the Argument
Briefly summarize the evidence and argument made in the
body of the essay. Your goal here is to remind readers of all
your key points and evidence and succinctly state how they
have supported the claims of your thesis.
Don’t go into detail. Don’t repeat the assignment instructions.
Don’t say things like, “In this essay I have shown….”

In a public policy paper, what is the problem that needs
solving? Give an overview of its origins, consequences,
affected communities, and relevant research and evidence.
Don’t go into too much detail. Don’t make an argument
yet. Don’t repeat the assignment instructions. Don’t say
things like, “In this essay I will explore….”
State Your Thesis
The last sentence (or two) of the introductory paragraph is
typically the thesis statement, your central claim and
argument
3

This is not an absolute rule, however. With a longer, more
complex paper you may end the introduction with an
outline of your argument’s structure, especially if the paper
contains multiple sections.

Close with a Hook
Your essay should stick in the reader’s mind after they put it
down. To do this, zoom out and consider the big picture, the
larger context in which your argument exists, its significance,
and its implications.
In a scientific paper, you might discuss remaining unanswered
questions, new questions raised by your argument, and
avenues of future research.
In a public policy paper, you might warn readers of the
consequences of inaction or paint a picture of lives
transformed by positive action.
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Reference: Hooks & Opening Lines

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

What Won’t Hook Readers
Great hooks are all different while bad hooks are all the same—boring, irrelevant, or both.
A long running start doesn’t work.
“Ever since the dawn of civilization, societies have struggled to reconcile the need for change with the need for order.” Readers won’t
know if this essay is about Marxist revolutions or a new soda. Young writers try to establish context for their essay with lengthy recounts of
world history but the long running start obscures more than it clarifies.
Avoid anything similar to these clichés:
In today’s society…
In our everyday lives…
Across the globe…

All over America…
Since the dawn of civilization….
Since the founding of America…

There have always been….

The “funnel” doesn’t work.
“Public schools are a bedrock institution of American life.” Many high school students are taught to begin an essay with a broad general
statement and then narrow their discussion down to their specific topic and thesis. This funnel strategy is terrible advice because broad
statements do not hook readers and readers won’t know what the essay is actually about until the end of the introduction—assuming they
get that far, which most won’t. So for example, if your essay is an argument about state-mandated prayer in public schools, don't start with
broad statements about religion or public schools; dive right into the controversy.
Telling the reader something they already know doesn’t work.
“Beaches are popular vacation destinations for many Americans.” If your reader already knows the information they will assume they have
nothing new to learn from your essay and won’t read it. To work as a hook the first line must be surprising or counter intuitive or
interesting, not an obvious statement.
Most statistics don’t work.
“Roughly 40,000 people die on America’s roadways every year.” This opener wants to illustrate the serious of a problem with a startling
statistic, but can you picture what 40,000 people look like? Generally, numbers are difficult to digest and remember because they do not
create a movie in our minds. Numbers alone are not vivid descriptions.
Cliché expressions don’t work.
“It is said there are plenty of fish in the sea, but overfishing in the Gulf of Mexico….” Readers will groan at any attempt to make a cliché
seem fresh. In everyday speech, clichés allow for quick communication. They are handy shortcuts—I’ve painted myself into a corner—because
they are at the forefront of your mind and others will know what you mean. In writing however, clichés have no power to grab or hold a
reader’s attention. Open with a cliché and the reader might assume your whole essay will be unoriginal.
Rhetorical questions don’t work.
When we speak, we often ask questions to which both we and our listeners already know the answers. Preachers do this. “Are you going to
let sin into your hearts?” Politicians do this. “Do you want four more years of these scandals?” But we should avoid doing this in our
writing because the call-and-response that happens when people are in the same room together doesn’t translate to the written word. Ask a
question in your writing and the reader is likely to think, “I already know the answer to that question” and then stop reading. You don’t
want the reader to assume you have nothing to offer them. For most of an essay you should be providing answers, not asking questions
(until the very end of the essay when you might discuss further research that is needed).
Non Sequiturs don’t work.
“Sex! Now that I have your attention, I want to tell you about….” After such a stunt, you will lose the trust and respect of readers.
Quotes don’t work.
“Martin Luther King once said….” Opening an essay with a famous quote or a quote from an expert is a high school cliché and for that
reason alone you shouldn’t do it. Also, to be relevant quotes must be placed in context but with an opening line the reader doesn’t know
the context. Instead of hooking the reader you have confused them. Besides, you shouldn’t put someone else’s words ahead of your own. It
undermines your authority as a writer.
Definitions don’t work.
“Webster’s dictionary defines corruption as….” Opening an essay with a definition is a high school cliché and should be avoided for that
reason alone. It should also be self-evident that definitions are not attention-grabbing.
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What Can Hook Readers
Keep in mind that not every strategy will work in every essay. The choice of hook should match the topic, audience, and tone of the essay.
A quote from an expert can work—if they were wrong.
“In his 2003 presidential address to the American Economics Association, Robert Lucas, a distinguished practitioner of the field and a
Nobel laureate, proclaimed that ‘macroeconomics was born as a distinct field in the 1940s, as part of the intellectual response to the Great
Depression,’ and that he was able to say confidently ‘that macroeconomics in this original sense has succeeded: Its central problem of
depression prevention has been solved, for all practical purposes, and has in fact been solved for many decades.’ This was, of course,
untrue. Just four years later, in 2007, the United States began to tip into recession.”
Opening with a quote from a famous figure or expert is usually a poor choice for a hook because it is a high school cliché, lacks context,
and puts someone else’s words and ideas ahead of your own. However, these problems disappear if you quote a famous person or expert
who was utterly wrong about your topic and if the reader will recognize their error without much explanation from you. This type of
opener works best in public discourse. The example above is from Vox Media.
A long first sentence can work.
“It was the best of times, it was the worst of times, it was the age of wisdom, it was the age of foolishness, it was the epoch of belief, it was
the epoch of incredulity, it was the season of Light, it was the season of Darkness, it was the spring of hope, it was the winter of despair.”
—Charles Dickens, A Tale of Two Cities (1859)
This classic opener is a blatant run-on sentence. Dickens made it one long sentence instead a sequence of short sentences because readers
don’t take a breath until the end of a sentence and so a long sentence can pull someone deep into an essay or story.
Describing a specific event in vivid detail can work.
“On a warm summer day in August 1986, vacationers fled the beaches of Coco Beach as millions of stinging jellyfish drifted toward shore.
The species bred off the Florida coast and every year a few drifted onto nearby beaches but scientists had ever seen anything like this. Over
six days, an estimated 40 million jellyfish were deposited across 60 miles of shoreline. This ‘bloom’ of jellyfish was unheard of in 1986 but
thirty years later is increasingly common.”
This opener creates a vivid movie in the mind of the reader. While an anecdote that dramatizes the topic can be a very effective opener,
and is used frequently in journalism, it needs to be a true story. It cannot be a hypothetical. If your chosen essay genre allows or encourages
the inclusion of personal information, like the Call to Action or Rogerian essay, your opening anecdote could be an episode from your own
life but you must quickly connect it to a larger issue.
Illustrating a statistic with a story can work.
“In 2014 two researchers used an algorithm to comb through five petabytes—that’s five million gigabytes—of text uploaded to Google
Books. It would have taken a single person reading eight hours a day over four lifetimes to read every chosen book, but to their surprise
the researchers found what they were looking for in two weeks.”
Numbers do not create movies in the mind of the reader and are quickly forgotten. If you can present a statistic or other piece of
information in story form, do so.
Illustrating a statistic without numbers can work.
“Every year more Americans sit in a theater to see a play or a musical than in an arena or stadium to watch all MLB, NBA, NFL, and NHL
games combined.”
Statistics can work as a hook when they make the reader see something in a new way, as this one does, plus there are no numbers in this
statistic. Instead, this hook relies on the reader’s ability to imagine a theater and a packed football stadium and those contrasting images
make its claim vivid and surprising.
Making the familiar unfamiliar can work.
“The Cold War might never have happened if in the early weeks of 1960 President Eisenhower had rejected the advice of his Joint Chiefs,
listened to his better judgment, and not risked his scheduled visit to the Soviet Union and summit with Premier Khrushchev. Instead, the
president relented and approved a third U-2 flight over the Soviet Union. After the spy play was shot down Khrushchev no longer trusted
Eisenhower and peace talks ended.”
To many the Cold War may seem the inevitable consequence of two great ideologically opposed powers but this essay opener is trying to
make us see the familiar in an unfamiliar way by reminding readers of a forgotten part of history. It also employs a long first sentence.
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Contrasting myth with reality can work.
“Stories of self-made millionaires and billionaires promise that with enough hard work anyone can succeed in America but hard data tells a
different story: that your life chances depend largely on where you grew up and how much your parents earned.”
Opening with a common misconception that you will argue against can hook readers, but only if that misconception is widely and deeply
held and you have compelling evidence that it is false. In the example above myth and reality are presented as two competing stories, one
of anecdotes and one of data, which is a good choice. However, is the American Dream really a widely and deeply held belief after four
decades of stagnant wages, rising inequality, and the Great Recession? This author needs to find contemporary survey data to see what the
public currently thinks, otherwise they risk sounding banal. You should do the same before using this hook.
A pop culture reference can work.
“Despite John Rambo’s tough reputation, First Blood ends with the character in tears, crying about how he was spit upon by protestors
when he returned from the Vietnam War. It is an emotional scene but the story of protestors spitting on veterans is an urban legend that
first appeared in the 1980s, spread in part by movies like Rambo.”
This opener uses a pop culture reference to spark interest in storytelling about the Vietnam War and it contrasts myth with reality.
A mystery can work.
“So many twins have been born in the small southern Brazilian town of Cândido Godói that residents wonder whether something
mysterious lurks in the water, or even if Josef Mengele, the Nazi physician known as the Angel of Death, conducted experiments on the
women there.”
Everyone loves a good mystery, and scientists and researchers are like detectives trying to unravel mysteries of the natural world.
Presenting a line of research as a detective story can work to hook readers. This hook uses both a mysterious town and the luridness of
Nazi experiments to create intrigue around the topic of twinning.
A perplexing observation can work.
“The strange orbits of some dwarf moons in the Kuiper belt have reminded many astronomers of how, after the discovery of Uranus in
1781, a wobble in its orbit led to the mathematical prediction of the existence of Neptune. The strange orbits of these Kuiper belt objects
may suggest that a mysterious Planet X lurks far beyond Pluto.”
Another way of framing research as detective work is to open with a perplexing observation, one that so strange or its implications so
startling that readers will want to solve the mystery. Notice also how the use of “Planet X” and “lurks” instead of “ninth planet” and
“orbits” adds to a sense of mystery
Establishing a unique voice can work.
“If you really want to hear about it, the first thing you'll probably want to know is where I was born, and what my lousy childhood was like,
and how my parents were occupied and all before they had me, and all that David Copperfield kind of crap, but I don't feel like going into
it, if you want to know the truth.” —J. D. Salinger, The Catcher in the Rye (1951)
Salinger references Dickens to explicitly tell the reader his novel won’t be like the stuffy classics. It will be contemporary, authentic, and
unique—qualities that can hook a reader. Similarly, a unique voice for an essay can imply unique perspectives and original thought—
qualities that can hook a reader. However this technique is only appropriate outside of academic discourse.
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Assignment: The Undergraduate Term Paper

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Description
After completing an annotated bibliography and bibliographic essay you should now be familiar enough with your
topic to argue your own point of view. In a sense, as you read journal articles, you were eavesdropping on a
conversation. You should know enough about the topic now to have your own opinions and be ready to join the
conversation. What conclusions of researchers do you agree with? What conclusions do you disagree with or believe
to be unfounded? What conclusions do you believe to be discredited by other research?
For this assignment you will craft a thesis statement that provides an answer to your original research question and
then make an argument supporting that claim using empirical evidence and logic. This essay is a type of Aristotelian
Essay, the cornerstone of science and scholarship in western civilization. It is often assigned as the final “term
paper” in college courses, and so this assignment will prepare you for your future courses.
Your essay will:
1. be persuasive, not expository / argumentative, not informative
2. be approximately 1000-1200 words long, not including the Works Cited page
3. reference at least 6 peer-reviewed sources from the past ten years
4. contain an introductory paragraph that hooks the reader, briefly introduces the topic and provides
background information, and ends with an argumentative thesis
5. support all claims with evidence
6. explain counterarguments and refute them
7. follow a “they say/I say” pattern in the body of the essay
8. use the third-person point of view (do not reference yourself or use “I”)
9. employ segues and transitions that move the reader through the paper
10. end the essay by restating your thesis in light of the evidence presented
11. present a conclusion that places your argument in a larger context and offers the reader something for
further thought
12. follow MLA formatting and citing guidelines
13. contain a Works Cited page
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Notes & Advice about Term Papers

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Titles
Don’t phrase the title as a question.
“What Causes Jellyfish Blooms?” If the reader thinks they know the answer to your title’s question they won’t read
your essay. The reader might be completely wrong but it doesn’t matter because you lost the opportunity to
persuade them.
“Something Snappy: An Elaboration on the Snappiness”
Many article and book titles follow this same formula. These titles grab your attention by addressing an issue or
controversy and hinting at what they will argue. While common it is not considered a cliché.
Examples:
League of Denial: The NFL, Concussions, and the Battle for Truth
The Price of Inequality: How Today's Divided Society Endangers Our Future
The Lost City of Z: A Tale of Deadly Obsession in the Amazon
Fast Food Nation: The Dark Side of the All-American Meal
The Empty Backyard: How Nonnative Ornamentals Starve Insects and Birds
Use Title Caps
The first letter of every word in a title should be capitalized, except for articles, prepositions, and conjunctions,
unless they are the first word of the title.

Hooks and Introductions
See the Hooks and Opening Lines handout as well as the Intros and Conclusions for Term Papers handout.

Evidence & Sources
“They say” sections must cite sources
The “they say” sections of your essay must cite sources otherwise you could be creating a strawman—a weak
position that no one really supports. Without sources how can the reader be sure you aren’t concocting a flimsy
counterargument just to knock it down?
Hypotheticals aren’t evidence.
Do not use hypothetical scenarios to make your argument. The “I say” sections must cite sources of evidence, not
describe hypotheticals.
Don’t write out the title of an article in your paper.
Including entire lengthy titles in the essay is a cheap ploy some students use to raise their word count. Teachers
know this trick. There are lots of ways to integrate a source into your writing, but keep in mind that it is the content
of the article that matters and the author, not the article’s title.
Avoid introducing sources with “One article….”
“One article claims…” and similar phrases are a poor way to introduce a new source because they lack context.
Instead provide context like this: “One 2018 study from Princeton argued….” You may say “one article” or
“another article” if you are quickly introducing a string of different articles back-to-back, which you might do if the
articles contradict each other and you want to illustrate conflict in a field.
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Common knowledge does not need a citation.
Barak Obama was the first black US president. There are fifty states. Such information is so common, it requires no
citation. But how do you know if a piece of information is so common it does not require a citation? You are
allowed to use your own judgement but when in doubt, cite!
Don’t use an author’s name without introducing them.
Most of the time you don’t need to use an author’s name and can refer to the study/source itself by saying
something like, “According to a Canadian study, the effects of….” But when you do mention an author by name,
you need to introduce who they are.
Examples:
“According to Mikhail Granovskii, a researcher at the University of Toronto, large schools….”
“According to Jennifer Mills, who studies jellyfish in the Gulf of Mexico, the number of….”
Talk about research articles in the past tense.
When discussing published research that is not ongoing, use the past tense. This is different than the way we talk
about novels, works of art, or religious texts, which are considered to be “living” and so therefore are always
referred to in the present tense. Research articles are not “alive” and should not be discussed in the present tense.
Examples:
“When Captain Ahab forges a spear in blood instead of water Melville is demonstrating….”
vs.
“In a Swedish study from 2017, researchers found ….”
Be careful with the words “fact” and “theory.”
A scientific fact is an objective and verifiable observation while a theory is a complex model that explains past
observations and predicts future observations. Evolution is a fact. Natural selection is a theory that explains
evolution. Do not refer to the data presented by journal articles as “facts”—that information is merely data or
evidence. That data won’t become a “fact” until after multiple researchers have duplicated the study, observation,
measurement, et cetera and a wide consensus exists within the field about that observation. Never call a hypothesis,
guess, or hunch a theory even though that is a common vernacular use of the term.
Beliefs vs. Conclusions
It is incorrect to say a researcher “believes” something because there is a big difference between a belief and a
conclusion based on evidence. You can say you are convinced by the data or by someone’s argument, but you cannot
say, “I believe jellyfish blooms are caused by…” because belief refers specifically to convictions you hold based on
faith and values. For example, you may believe in hard work (a value) or believe in an afterlife (an article of faith)
but you cannot “believe in evolution” because evolution is a scientific theory based upon evidence. You may either
accept or reject a theory based on its merits. You are free to accept or reject someone’s conclusions if the evidence
does or not does not support their conclusions, but it is imprecise to say you do or do not “believe” them.
Don’t anthropomorphize or ascribe intention to nature.
Do not suggest or imply that there is any purpose, reason, reasoning, or intention behind natural phenomenon.
Rivers do not want to reach the sea; gravity pulls water down to sea level. Word choice like that may seem innocuous
because it is commonplace in everyday speech but it suggests things have spirits or souls and thus is outside the
boundaries of academic discourse.
Be specific about dates and time.
Avoid words and phrases like recently, lately, and many years ago both because they are vague and you don’t know when
in time your reader exists. If your reader picks up your essay ten years after you wrote it, words like “recently” make
it seem dated, and hence irrelevant, even if your argument is timeless. Write your paper as if you expect someone to
read it years in the future.
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The Counterpoint Paragraph
The counterpoint must address the heart of your argument.
If your counterpoint paragraph does not present a challenge to the very heart of your argument, your essay is weak.
Your thesis must be directly challenged in the counterpoint paragraph.
The counterpoint paragraph must cite sources.
In this paragraph you address potential critics or skeptics so you absolutely must cite sources to have any chance of
winning them over.

Conclusions
See the “Intros and Conclusions for Term Papers” handout.

Point of View
Use the third-person POV only.
Unless an instructor explicitly says otherwise, an undergraduate term paper should always be written in the third
person. Never use first-person pronouns I, we, or our or the second-person you or yours. Avoid we even when
referring to the human race as a whole.
Why you shouldn’t use the first person POV.
Academic writing is about falsifiable claims based on objective, verifiable, empirical evidence. The phenomena and
observations under discussion exist independent of any observer; hence the observer is irrelevant to the discussion.
In other words, you the writer should be invisible, because it doesn’t matter who you are. In practice, authors of
research articles sometimes refer to themselves and their thought processes in their paper’s methods section if they
want to explain why they designed their study or experiment like they did. However, once the methodology is
explained the authors disappear from the paper. Most term papers do not involve original research and so you have
no methods and rationale to explain.
The “they say/I say” pattern does not mean you actually use the pronoun I, only that you present your opponent's
ideas and then your ideas in a back-and-forth. In an undergraduate term paper your ideas are the evidence and
conclusions of others—what makes it “I say” is that you are using those sources to argue your thesis.
Sometimes students avoid using the I but nevertheless manage to talk about themselves by referencing their paper
as a paper. This happens because many young writers like to tell the reader what they are going to do before they do
it, which leads to lines like, “this paper will argue,” “themes covered here include,” “the thesis will,” and so forth.
There is no need for any of that. Don’t tell us what you will argue—make the argument. It’s also poor form to refer
to your paper as an artifact in and of itself. You may refer to your evidence (“as the evidence has shown…”) or
refer to your argument (“as demonstrated above…”) but do not refer to the paper itself because it is like talking
about yourself.
Why you shouldn’t use the second person POV.
Do not address the reader in academic discourse because your essay is a dialog between sources, evidence, and
claims—not a dialog between you and the reader. The reader, like the writer, should be invisible because the identity
of the reader, like the writer, has no bearing on the evidence or claims.
In public discourse however, an essay can and often is a dialog between reader and writer and the identity of both
matter because their values matter.
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Style
Don’t advocate.
Advocacy for change doesn’t belong in an academic article. In academic discourse we are only concerned with
debating falsifiable claims and verifiable evidence about the world and the universe. What needs to happen, or
ought to happen, or should happen is beyond the scope of academic discourse. Resist the urge to advocate and
focus instead on establishing the facts of the matter. That’s not to say that academics cannot advocate for change—
they can and often do—but that advocacy takes place in a different forum.
Don’t use rhetorical questions
When we speak, we often ask questions to which both we and our listeners already know the answers. This creates a
call-and-response, a kind of conversational back-and-forth between speaker and audience. Preachers do this. “Are
you going to let sin into your heart?” Politicians do this. “Do you want four more years of these scandals?”
However, avoid this in writing because the call-and-response that happens when people are in the same room
together doesn’t translate to the written word or the page. Ask a question in writing and the reader is likely to think,
“I already know the answer to that question” and then stop reading. You don’t want the reader to assume you have
nothing to offer them. Provide evidence and answers; don’t ask questions.
Don’t put clichés in quotes.
Sometimes young writers use a cliché but know it is a cliché so they place it in quotation marks. Just because you
acknowledge the cliché is cliché doesn't make it okay to use. We often use clichés as shortcuts—and in everyday
speech, shortcuts allow for quick communication. However, in academic writing we value precision over shortcuts.
Don’t assume anything
Never say “I assume” in an academic essay. You shouldn’t be saying “I” in the first place, but on top of that you
should never make assumptions because assumptions are simply ideas that you have not researched. You are writing
a research paper, which means you should either find evidence related to your assumptions or not mention them at
all.
Define terms immediately after using them.
Defining common terms makes you seem condescending, so assume your reader is as smart as you. Instead define
uncommon or highly technical terms that only specialists would know.
Examples:
“When doctors prescribed quinine, a common drug prescribed for nocturnal leg cramps, they discovered…”
“When prescriptions for the common nocturnal leg cramp treatment quinine doubled…”
Use acronyms.
Don’t write out lengthy names or terms over and over again through your paper. That is a cheap ploy to raise the
word count. After first writing out the name or term and placing its acronym in parentheses behind it you can use
the acronym throughout the paper.
Examples:
“In 2019 the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) reported….”
“When researchers used functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) technology to examine the brains of
serial killers….”
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Worksheet: Thesis Statements for Academic Discourse Essays

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

The thesis is the point of your essay, the argument you wish to explain and defend. You should be able to express
your thesis is a single (albeit long) sentence. There are many ways to write a good thesis sentence, but a winning
strategy is to have your thesis contains three elements: 1) a qualification, 2) a reason why your claim is valid despite
the qualification, and 3) the precise claim you are making.
Step One: Your Research Question
Don’t write a thesis statement until you have asked a question and conducted research to answer it. After learning
more about the topic you will likely need to revise your research question.
Example: Original question: Why did millions of jellyfish wash up on Florida beaches last year?
Revised question: What causes jellyfish blooms?
Write your research question on the line below:
_____________________________________________________________________________
Step Two: Your Position
You likely found that different researchers made different claims and came to different conclusions about your
research question. Or perhaps you found individual articles had pieces of the puzzle but none put the whole puzzle
together. Regardless, you should have read enough to have an opinion or to have reached your own conclusions.
This is your position.
Example of a position: Pollution and overfishing are the primary causes of jellyfish blooms.
Write your position about the topic on the line below:
____________________________________________________________________________
Step Three: The Qualification
Absolute statements make your argument simplistic or naïve. A qualification demonstrates accuracy and intellectual
honesty. To find a qualification, answer these questions about your position:





Is my position always true?
When are there exceptions?
How might a reasonable person object to my position?
Are there good reasons why someone could question or doubt my position?

Example of a qualification: Warm ocean temperatures can also contribute to jellyfish blooms in some species.
Write your qualification on the line below:
___________________________________________________________________________
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Step Four: The Reason
Reflect on the reasons why you still believe your position to be correct despite the qualification.
What is the overall reason someone should agree with your position?
Example of a reason: Ocean temperatures are rising more or less uniformly across the globe, and jellyfish live everywhere, but most
jellyfish blooms are concentrated in a few places
Write your reason on the line below. (This is a general statement. Your specific reasons will follow in the body
of your essay.)
____________________________________________________________________________

Step Five: Put Them All Together
In one sentence, present your thesis, including a qualification, a reason, and a position. Present your qualification
first, then your general reason which demonstrates your thinking process, and finally the punch line—your position.
Example 1: Although warming waters caused by climate change can contribute to increased jellyfish numbers, jellyfish populations
are not rising uniformly across the world’s oceans because population and overfishing are the primary causes of jellyfish blooms.
Example 2: Although habitat loss and pesticide use contribute to insect decline, insect population numbers began dropping in
suburban Florida long after the construction of those suburbs and despite the waning use of insecticides, therefore the proliferation of
non-native plant species is driving insect numbers down.

Note: You can argue more research is needed.

If you are not comfortable making a definitive claim about the topic because in your judgement there is not enough
evidence to draw firm conclusions, then you may argue more research is needed.
Examples 1: Although doctors have established protocols to treat sports-related concussions, those protocols are not derived from a
comprehensive understanding of concussions, and therefore more research is needed.
Example 2: Although preliminary studies point to overfishing as the cause of jellyfish blooms, there have only been three such
studies conducted in one part of the world, therefore more studies from more parts of the world are needed to rule out other potential
causes.
Assemble your thesis in the space below:
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Worksheet: Outlining an Argumentative Essay

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Intro Paragraph

hook

topic
intro

thesis
statement

Body Paragraph 1

they say

I say

Body Paragraph 2

they say

I say
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Body Paragraph 3

they say

I say

Body Paragraph 4

they say

I say

Body Paragraph 5

they say

I say
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Body Paragraph 6

they say

I say

Counterpoint
reasonable
people might
object to my
overall
conclusions
because…

I say

Conclusion
restatement of
thesis in light
of the evidence
above

summary of
your essay

further
research;
unanswered
questions;
final thoughts
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Last Name 1
Student Name
Professor Name
Course
Date
Seas of Slime: How Overfishing and Pollution Cause Jellyfish Blooms
In the fall of 2009, a Japanese fishing trawler began to sink in calm waters under a clear
blue sky. The men onboard were struggling to haul in nets loaded with Nomura’s jellyfish, a
giant that can grow over six feet in diameter and weigh up to 440 pounds, but the massive load
was dragging the ten-ton vessel down into the sea and before long the trawler capsized, casting
its crew into the water (Schrope 21). That year enormous jellies choked the waters between
China and Japan, as they had for the past eight years, but in the previous century only three such
“blooms” had been recorded (Purcell 155). Large accumulations of jellies are a natural
phenomenon that occurs in most species (Dawson 852) and blooming may be a natural boomand-bust cycle but it remains unpredictable and wasn’t studied until recently. In the past
scientists have avoided studying jellies because capturing and counting them is quite difficult
(Suchman 113) but increases in jellyfish numbers have been reported across the globe, triggering
dozens of new studies and speculation about the way climate change disturbs the ocean’s
ecosystems (Schrope 20). Although warming waters caused by climate change can contribute to
increased jellyfish numbers in some species, jellyfish populations have not risen uniformly
across the world’s oceans, and consequently overfishing and pollution are the primary causes of
jellyfish blooms.
A wave of new studies began after the journal Hydrobiologia published a paper in 2001
that speculated jellyfish blooms were increasing globally in response to changing ocean
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Last Name 2
conditions (Sanz-Martín 1043-44). (For simplicity’s sake, the term jellyfish here refers to all
gelatinous zooplankton like true cnidarian, medusa, ctenophores, and tunicates.) This 2001 study
simply asked questions and refrained from making definitive conclusions but the press reported
it as evidence of a coming “jelly apocalypse” (Sanz-Martín 1043-44). Doubting the media hype,
a team led by Robert Condon conducted a study in 2012 which found no evidence of an upward
global trend but did discover evidence global jellyfish populations fluctuated every ten to twenty
years due to moon and sun cycles (1000). However, this cycle alone does not explain why
specific blooms, such as the Nomura’s jellyfish in the Sea of Japan, have occurred so frequently
since 2000 but seldom happened the entire previous century. In other words, large-scale patterns
in overall global populations do not explain the causes of individual, localized blooms and not
every bloom fits into Condon’s global ten-to-twenty-year pattern.
When a specific jellyfish population is investigated, changes in local sea conditions may
explain seasonal or yearly changes in that population, leading some observers to dismiss blooms
as entirely natural consequences of normal ocean fluctuations. For example, in the Pacific
Northwest populations vary with ocean temperature and the amount of runoff flowing into the
sea from the Columbia River (Suchman et al. 113). However, the authors of this study never
observed the kind of bloom under consideration—a massive increase in jellies that defies past
observations and expectations. Instead, they recorded inconsequential population changes that
would hardly grab the attention of the general public. It seems then that natural ocean
fluctuations can account for the occasional bloom, but not the majority of ahistorical events
recorded over the past twenty years.
On the global level, nothing has altered the oceans more than climate change. Warming
temperatures, rising sea levels from polar meltwater, and ocean acidification have altered
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Last Name 3
ecosystems and impacted marine animals around the world. It is reasonable to assume these
changes have contributed to jellyfish blooms as well. Indeed, warmer water temperatures can
trigger a bloom in some species (Purcell 159). Overall ocean temperatures have risen about one
degree Fahrenheit across the globe and if temperature were the primary cause of blooming, one
would expect jelly blooms to appear across the globe more or less evenly. However, not all
species react to warm water the same way. Some of the recent blooms under investigation
occurred during cooler years and then populations dropped in subsequent warmer years (Purcell
222). Climate change may play a role in jellyfish blooms, but the evidence shows it is not the
main driver of these events.
Unlike warm ocean temperatures, overfishing consistently triggers blooms. The largest
and most commercially valuable fish are top predators, and when their numbers are no longer
commercial viable fishermen move “down the food chain” to second-tier predatory fish species
and so on. As predatory fish species have declined in number over the past century, prey animals
at the bottom of the food chain, like jellies, have experienced population explosions. Blooms in
the Mediterranean, Black Sea, and East China Sea, including those of Nomura’s jellyfish, have
been linked to the overfishing of jellyfish predators (Purcell 213-15).
At the same time that commercial fishing has been removing jellyfish predators, human
activity on land has been adding pollutants to the oceans. Fertilizer and nutrient runoff from both
agriculture and lawns raise the level of nitrogen and phosphorous in coastal seas. Dredging,
underwater construction, and shipping increase the turbidity along coastlines as well, and that
turbidity introduces nutrients to the water column that had been resting on or below the sea floor.
This phenomenon, eutrophication, can feed algae that poisons fish and mammals while
nevertheless feeding jellyfish polyps and adults. An abundance of food then stimulates asexual
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and sexual reproduction, leading to bloom events (Purcell 217-18).
Despite the demonstrable connections between overfishing, pollution, and blooms, the
scholarly debate remains fixated on claims of a global bloom increase. Critics contend many
other factors affect jelly populations and available data sets are too small to make definitive
conclusions of a global trend (Sanz-Martín 1040). Indeed, all ecosystems involve complex
interactions between multiple factors. The proliferation of man-made structures in coastal waters
(Duarte 2012), aquaculture (Purcell 220), changing currents (Purcell 161), and climatic cycles
like El Nino affect jelly populations. Additionally, if there are ten-to-twenty-year-cycles as
recent research suggests, then many more years of data is needed to understand them. While both
issues are valid, they are precisely why local blooms deserve further study—in order to
determine local causes, and then use these data points to extrapolate upwards to identify global
trends. Many studies that followed the landmark 2001 paper started at the global level and
extrapolated downward, the opposite of sound science (Dawson 851).
As explored above, warming waters caused by climate change can contribute to increased
jellyfish numbers in some species but the effects of temperature alone cannot explain the
majority of blooms over the past twenty years. The evidence points toward the overfishing of
jellyfish predators and pollution as the primary causes of jellyfish blooms. After decades of
neglect, study of jellyfish populations and ecology is needed to build reliable data sets and
determine if this potential canary in a coal mine signals severe harm to the world’s oceans. Every
bloom is a symptom of ecosystem disruption whether from overfishing of predatory fish,
pollution-fueled algae starving the water of oxygen, or something else. Predictions of a “jellyfish
apocalypse” may have been sensationalized but are not impossible.
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Seas of Slime: How Overfishing and Pollution Cause Jellyfish Blooms
In the fall of2009, a Japanese fishing trawler began to sink in calm waters under a clear
blue sky. The men onboard were struggling to haul in nets loaded with Nomura's jellyfish, a
giant that can grow over six feet in diameter and weigh up to 440 pounds, but the massive load
was dragging the ten-ton vessel down into the sea and before long the trawler capsized, casting
its crew into the water (Schrope 21). That year enormous jellies choked the waters between
China and Japan, as they had for the past eight years, but in the previous century only three such
"blooms" had been recorded (Purcell 155). Large accumulations of jellies are a natural
phenomenon that occurs in most species (Dawson 852) and blooming may be a natural boomand-bust cycle but it remains unpredictable and wasn't studied until recently. In the past
scientists have avoided studying jellies because capturing and counting them is quite difficult
I

(Suchman 113) but increases in jellyfish numbers have been reported across the globe, triggering
dozens of new studies and speculation about the way climate change disturbs the ocean's
ecosystems (Schrope 20). Although warming waters caused by climate change can contribute to
increased jellyfish numbers in some species, jellyfish populations have not risen uniformly
across the world's oceans, and consequently overfishing and pollution are the primary causes of
jellyfish blooms.
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Last Name 2
conditions (Sanz-Martin 1043 -44). (For simplicity's sake, the term jellyfish here refers to all
gelatinous zooplankton like true cnidarian, medusa, ctenophores, and tunicates.) This 2001 study
simply asked questions and refrained from making definitive conclusions but the press reported
it as evidence of a coming "jelly apocalypse" (Sanz-Martin 1043-44). Doubting the media hype,
a team led by Robert Condon conducted a study in 2012 which found no evidence of an upward
global trend but did discover evidence global jellyfish populations fluctuated every ten to twenty
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When a specific jellyfish population is investigated, changes in local sea conditions may
explain seasonal or yearly changes in that population, leading some observers to dismiss blooms
as entirely natural consequences of normal ocean fluctuations. For example, in the Pacific
Northwest popUlations vary with ocean temperature and the amount of runoff flowing into the
sea from the Columbia River (Suchman et al. 113).
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, observed the kind of bloom under consideration-a massive increase in jellies that defies past
observations and expectations. Instead, they recorded inconsequential population changes that
would hardly grab the attention of the general public. It seems then that natural ocean
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ecosystems and impacted marine animals around the world. It is reasonable to assume these
changes have contributed to jellyfish blooms as well. Indeed, warmer water temperatures can
trigger a bloom in some species (Purcell 159). Overall ocean temperatures have risen about one
degree Fahrenheit across the globe and if temperature were the primary cause of blooming, one
would expect jelly blooms to appear across the globe more or less evenly. oweven, not all
species react to warm water the same way. Some of the recent blooms under investigation
occurred during cooler years and then populations dropped in subsequent warmer years (Purcell
222). Climate change may playa role in jellyfish blooms, but the evidence shows it is not the
main driver of these events.
Unlike warm ocean temperatures, overfishing consistently triggers blooms. The largest
and most commercially valuable fish are top predators, and when their numbers are no longer
commercial viable fishermen move "down the food chain" to second-tier predatory fish species
and so on. As predatory fish species have declined in number over the past century, prey animals
at the bottom of the food chain, like jellies, have experienced population explosions. Blooms in
the Mediterranean, Black Sea, and East China Sea, including those of Nomura's jellyfish, have
( been linked to the overfishing of jellyfish predators (Purcell 213-15).
At the same time that commercial fishing has been removing jellyfish predators, human
activity on land has been adding pollutants to the oceans. Fertilizer and nutrient runoff from both
agriculture and lawns raise the level of nitrogen and phosphorous in coastal seas. Dredging,
underwater construction, and shipping increase the turbidity along coastlines as well, and that
turbidity introduces nutrients to the water column that had been resting on or below the sea floor.
This phenomenon, eutrophication, can feed algae that poisons fish and mammals while
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and sexual reproduction, leading to bloom events (Purcell 217-18).
Despite the demonstrable connections between overfishing, pollution, and blooms, the
scholarly debate remains fixated on claims of a global bloom increase. Critics contend many
other factors affect jelly populations and available data sets are too small to make definitive
conclusions of a global trend (Sanz-Martin 1040). Indeed, all ecosystems involve complex
interactions between multiple factors. The proliferation of man-made structures in coastal waters
(Duarte 2012), aquaculture (Purcell 220), changing currents (Purcell 161), and climatic cycles
like EI Nino affect jelly populations. Additionally, ifthere are ten-to-twenty-year-cycles as
recent research suggests, then many more years of data is needed to understand them. While both
issues are valid, they are precisely why local blooms deserve further study-in order to
determine local causes, and then use these data points to extrapolate upwards to identify global
trends. Many studies that followed the landmark 2001 paper started at the global level and
extrapolated downward, the opposite of sound science (Dawson 851).
As explored above, warming waters caused by climate change can contribute to increased
jellyfish numbers in some species but the effects of temperature alone cannot explain the
majority of blooms over the past twenty years. The evidence points toward the overfishing of
jellyfish predators and pollution as the primary causes of jellyfish blooms. After decades of
neglect, study of jellyfish populations and ecology is needed to build reliable data sets and
determine if this potential canary in a coal mine signals severe harm to the world' s oceans. Every
bloom is a symptom of ecosystem disruption whether from overfishing of predatory fish,
pollution-fueled algae starving the water of oxygen, or something else. Predictions of a "jellyfish
apocalypse" may have been sensationalized but are not impossible.
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Assignment: Identifying Logical Fallacies in an Argument
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

For this assignment, find an op-ed published in the opinion pages of the Tampa Bay Times, Miami Herald, Chicago
Tribune, New York Times, Los Angeles Times, Washington Post or other major news outlet. Choose an op-ed from the last
two years but no later. It should be a full-length opinion-editorial, not a letter to the editor or a column written by
the paper’s regular columnist.
Avoid articles from outlets that blur distinctions between reporting and editorializing. An article from Fox News or
Breitbart.com tagged as reportage may contain bias and editorializing that gives the article an implicit argument, but
this assignment is not about identifying bias in reporting. It is about finding logical fallacies in explicit arguments.
Read the op-ed carefully and identify any and all logical fallacies used by its author. Next, write a 2-3 page
expository essay that catalogs each fallacy and explains why it is fallacious. Whether the author is right or wrong
overall is irrelevant to this assignment. You are not interested in what the author claims or why, only how the author
makes their argument. Did the author argue their claims logically or not?
Your essay will:

provide a brief summary of the author’s thesis in fair and neutral language

identify each fallacy by name (example: ad hominem)

describe each fallacious statement or argument in the op-ed and explain why or how it is a fallacy

use value-neutral language

include a Works Cited page with a citation for the op-ed

include a copy of the op-ed on a separate page after your essay
Your essay will not:

explain why you think the author’s thesis is right or wrong

mention any factual errors or missing context you found in the op-ed

discuss the author’s values or opinions

discuss your values or opinions about the topic of the op-ed

make an argument about the topic

express value judgements about the author’s writing style
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